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Pacific in demanding that
foreign registered ships no
No. 35
longer be used to drive Amer-
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Fed. Unites Unions Behind Cannery Workers
In Battle Against Employer Discrimination
INDUSTRY-WIDE SET-UP
PLANNED TO COMBAT
EMPLOYERS IN SPRING

GOVT TRAINING SCHOOL
U.S. Maritime Commission Follows
NMU-MFP Recommendations On
Training Schools in Congressional Report

SEATTLE, Wash., Jan. 28—"A new deal program for
cannery workers on an industry-wide basis, aimed to eliminate discriminating limitations imposed upon the employes
since the beginning of the first canning operations in the
Territory!"
That, in short, spells the 1939 plans to equalize the
status of the residents and natives of Alaska upon the same
advantage enjOyied by cannery workers of Seattle, Portland and San Francisco.
The Seattle Cannery Workers ik.O.
Farm Laborers Union, Local 7, the
, San Francisco Alaska Cannery
Workers Union, Local 5, and the
Portland Northwest Cannery Workers Union, 226—all affiliated with
the UCAPAWA—in following up
the program of the cannery workers convention in San Francisco on
SAN FRANCISCO—Arrival was
Dec. 12 to 16, 1938, met in Seattle anxiously awaited here this. week
this week. A coastwise program of the S. S. Coloradan.
and proposals, covering locals 7,
In Puerto Rico a scab crew of
5, 226,. 237 of Ketchikan, and 222 of SIU of NA men were placed aboard
Petersburg, are being discussed by the ship to sail her when SUP men
the delegates of the respective walked off in support of a UTM,

At the Chicago CIO Maritime
Committee conference on January le, attended by East and West
Coast maritime unions, the question of Maritime Commission
Training Schools was thoroughly
outlined. The conference decided
that the Commission would get
the endorsement of the schools
by maritime labor IF AND ONLY
IF the commission would correct
specific anti-labor policies being
carried on under the guise of
training seamen.

SIU of NA
Herds Scabs
On Coloradan

r

affiliate of the AFL, picket line.
The SIU of NA men were shipped
The Maritime Federation of the
Pacific this week called a confer- aboard the Coloradan at the orders
ence of all other unions to forward of Lundeberg to replace, not only
SUP men, but also MC&S and
this move.
For details of Conference see MFOW men.
The following is an exact copy
Page 3.
"We feel that, if the natives of shipping card given to fireman
and residents of Alaska lag be- replacing one of the men who
hind in terms of the disadvant- walked off refusing to work behind
ages for having been unprepared a picket line:
In the past to the negotiations of
American Federation of Labor
the three locals in the states with
SEAMEN'S UNION
the canned salmon industry, we
Charter Number 21420
cannot advance one bit. We found
Puerto Rico Branch
that the packers have had all
January 1st, 1939.
the advantages because they pit- To Mr. Engine delegate
ted workers from the states
S. I. U.
against the natives and residents Bearer, Edward Goring....No. 312
and vice versa."
Is sent as Fireman
This was the official statement To S/S Coloradan
released by the conference of the Docked at Pier No. 6
UCAPAWA locals after its first Sent by E. G. Merene, Agent
day of work. It was learned further By Rafael Monge, Pres. I.L.A. 1575
that unless we can present a unitAnother one of the same type of
ed front the packers along with the shipping cards was addressed to
representatives of the natives and the chief engineer. The cards have
residents, the fantastic tale that the official seal of I.L.A., Local
1575.
we are "moving in on the jobs of
The man that was shipped could
Alaskans" would all the more connot show any clearances of any
tinue to confuse the minds of the kind, only the A. F. of L.
cardboard
residents as abetted by certain re- book.
actionary labor leaders and selfThe last meeting ot the MFOW
at headquarters condemned this
fish interests.
The machinery for such coast. scab-herding by the STU of NA and
branded the move as an attempt to
(Continued on Page 5)
take their jobs away.

........

........

Above are actual pictures of the strikers in action against the
American Hawaiian Steamship Co. in San Juan, Puerto Rico, showing
that a picket line did exist although Lundeberg and his men claim that
it was only a jurisdictional dispute with no picket line. One of the
pictures will actually prove that inexperienced men were working cargo.

NEW YORK—The U. S. Maritime
Commission this week, in its report to Congress, submitted substantially the same recommendations made by the CIO Maritime
Committee and the Maritime Federation of the Pacific on the inadvisability of flooding the marl
time industry with "green seamen."
This report, made to Congress,
came after a conference between
the sub-committee of the CIO
Maritime Committee with the U. S.
Commission and advised the Commission that maritime unions would
not stand for flooding the industry
with inexperienced youths.
The Commission's report made to
Congress said:
"The Commission realizes, however, that establishment of this
part of the program should not
be underttqten until a more propitious time because of present unemployment in the shipping industry. In the meantime, further study
will be given the problem and the
Commission will seek to perfect the
existing training system.
"As directed by the Congress, the
Commission has consulted with all
interests concerned before presenting this report. We have conferred
with representatives of various seamen's organizations, as well as
those of ship operators. The operators, generally, and representatives
of a majority of seamen have approved the training system subject
only to the understanding that the
Commission is not recommending
an immediate inauguration of training for young men without previous
sea experience.
"Those consulted do not disagree

Federation Leading the Way In Legislative Battle Against
Shipowner Interests Who Have Prepared The Noose for Our Necks
By BRUCE HANNON
(Secretary, Maritime Federation Of the Pacific)

NMU-Federation Demand
President Stop Inroads On
U.S.Shipping By Foreign Bottoms
YORK — Fighting
shoulder to shoulder with the
Maritime Federation of the

"An Injury To One Is An Injury To All"
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1939

FOREIGN SHIPPING

with the principle of training this
type of young men. They feel, however, that existing unemployment
in the industry, makes it unwise to
increase the ranks of maritime
workers at this time."
Joseph Curran, in his report to
the members of the Committee,
said:
"It is my opinion that this deals
substantially with the request that
we made that the industry not be
flooded by the influx of green men,"
Hearings on the proposals of the
Maritime Commission in its report
will probably be held by the Committee on Commerce in the Senate
and House Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries in the near
future.
Watch the Voice of the Federation for more news.

A. F. WHITNIY.

ican wage standards lower,
the National Maritime Union
here this week asked President Roosevelt to immediately stop "the inroads made
upon American maritime la-

bor and

American

shipping"

by foreign bottoms.
Bruce Hannon, Secretary of the
Maritime Federation, today commended this stand taken by the
National Maritime Union.
aThe Maritime Commission was
established to develop our own
merchant marine to carry produlle from our shores to foreign
parts. Unless steps are taken by
the United States government to
stop the inroads made on American shipping, such as hauling,
thousands of tons of military supplies from the Pacific Coast to
the Philippine Islands on foreign
bottoms the Commission will
never accomplish Its purpose."
The National Maritime Union in
its letter to the President pointed
out that if the foreign shipping interests are not stopped in their
ever increasing campaign against
American shipping they "will in
time destroy American shipping and
drive. our merchant ships from the
high seas."
The Maritime Federation's stand
Is that national defense is endangered by the inroads now being made
by foreign shipping. In times of
national emergency, with no adequate Merchant Marine, would be
in an untenable position.
•
An adequate shipbuilding pro-
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gram, it was pointed out by the
NMU in its letter to the President, will be seriously endangered by the fact that by the time
this fleet is put Into operation
there might not be any cargo for
them to carry abroad.
One of the practices employed
by foreign shipping interests detrs
mental to the interests of American
seamen, the letter said, is that
which allows, "these foreign interests to send foreign crews, supplied with transit visas, to our
shores to replace other foreign seamen on foreign flag ships" engaged
in American trade, in order to operate their ships at lower wage
costs than American operators-This
places American shipping interests
at. an unfair competitive disadvantage.
An example, is the case of cargo
vessels of Scandinavian registry engaged in foreign commerce which
use American ports as their base
and carry American commerce to
foreign ports other than that of
the nationality under which these
vessels are registered. The Scan.
dinavian crews of these vessels,
continued the letter, come naturally
to regard American ports as their ;
home bases, despite the fact they
are not American citizens, and are
obliged to live by American sten,
dards.
However, unable to do so -on

the scale of wages paid aboard
their ships, the letter want on,
the Scandinavian seamen have
frequently resorted to take *tope
to improve their scale of wages.
In retaliation, Scandinavian operators have sent replacement
crews over from the Scandinavian countries, armed with the
necessary transit visas, and have
arrested for trespassing or-"dumped" the original crews on these

shores.

R. R. BROTHERHOODS
MFP HIT AMENDING
WAGNER ACT

IMP

SAN FRANCISCO—The Maritime
Federation of the Pacific this week
heralded the message of A. F..WhitJanuary 23, 1939.
ney, president of the Brotherhood
of Railroad- Trainmen, protesting
Mr. Edward T. MoOrady, Vice President,
Radio Corporation of America,
amending of the Wagner Act at this
RCA Building, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York City.
time.
.
,
3
);Vitliam Green, President of the
Dear Mr. McCrady:
APL, disregarding the wishes of the
In the Wall Street Journal of January 20, 1939, you are
quoted as having told the members of the Bolid Club of New York
rank and file of his organization,
that Congress will give serious consideration to the proposals
has become bedfellows with reacof the American Federation of Labor for amendment of the Wagner
Act, "because they have been joined by all the railroad brothertionaries
in an attempt to put over
hoods in this drive to change the act."
amendments to the Wagner Act
I should think that you would not presume to speak for
which would destroy its usefulness.
the Bpotherhood. of Railroad Trainmen without first ascertaining
the Brotherhood's attitude on this matter. For your information,
The Maritime Federation which
the B. of R. T. opposes any and all amendments to the National
Labor Relations Act, because the law as it now stands is a good
has both AFL and CIO unions with
piece of legislation. The current efforts to correct the alleged
this act has gone on record against
one-sidedness" of the law are nothing more nor less than lefthanded attempts to emasculate the provisions which guarantee
amending the Wagner Act at this
genuine collective bargaining.
time—knowing that. any amendStability in labor relations will come when industrialists
ments made would be reactionary
cease foisting company unions onto their employees and stop the
vicious practice of hiring labor apys. Let them recognize that
rather than progressive.
labor haA a right to bargain collectively for fair rages end norkA. F. Whitney today informed the
ing conditions in organizations of labor's con choosing, just as
the employers not through their chambers of commerce and tho
labor world that his organization
National Association of Manufacturers.
would not stand still and see the
No true friend of labor nil seek to amend out of existWagner
Act amended out of existence the Wagner Act.
ence.
Sincerely yours,
At the present time hearings are
scheduled to be had on the revision
of the Wagner Act. Every organisa4relnt
tion should pass resolutions against
43"PrOn. TO
such a step and individuals should
Above is photo-static proof that the R. R. Brotherhoods will battle
send letters and telegrams to his
amending the Wagner Act,
or her Congressmen and Senators.

SENATE REFUSING
BUNKE AS HARBOR
COMMISSIONER

S. F. Ghost Has Become
Employer Hot Potato

if we are successful in obtaining tion of disputes
will receive the I misfortune to he cursed with.
these three points, that our legisla- overwhelming
support of Congress.
The shipowners have helped
'Conforming to the legislative program outlined by the tive efforts will be amply rewarded. Therefore, it is necessary for us to
organize the new San Francisco
The Ghost has come home to
Now the progressive, pro-labor
work correctly so that we will be
4th Annual Convention and at the request of the District SHIPOWNERS' LOBBY
Industrial Council with collegiroost in San Francisco.
Governor of California, Culbert OlWhile attempting to have the In a more advantageous
position ate mariner Roth as president,
Councils, I have attempted to take care of the legislative
SAN FRANCISCO—The appointThe Ghost is that unseen thing son, has given them a new problem
above measures adopted, we must to influence the drafting of such a
for the purpose of breaking mariby appointing Germain Bulcke, presneeds of the unions affiliated to the Maritime,Federation. at the same
time be on guard bill in order that it will not be time labor. This association is ment of Germaine Bulcke, president which the big business interests alof ILWU 1-10, to the San Francisco ways take out of the closet and dust ident of the ILWLT 1-10, to the State
• In this respect, a legislative program covering the immedi- against the many attacks of the anti-labor in
character.
ready to underwrite the losses of Harbor Commission, this week, ac(Continued on Page 6)
off when they are being routed by
ate needs of our membership was drafted last November, shipowners to force through reThe necessity of correct political any member due to labor difficording to the press, has been turn- Organized Labor.
pressive
The
legislation,
shipownthe
received
action
endorsement
is
• and
of all District Councils. This
best exemplified by the culties to the tune of a million ed down by the reactionary
, state
ers' lobby in Washington is a Maritime
"Labor warfare is making San
.program was also endorsed by the National Maritime Union
Commission, which is ex- dollars.
Senate Committee.
highly financed organization that ercising
Francisco a ghost city," the employsuch a 'wide control over
' and the various political organizations we .are affiliated to has functioned for years in
LABOR SPIES ,
their maritime labor
The report has not been made ers cried, when they were trying to
activities. Daniel
-on this coast. However, the mere drafting of a legislative Interests, and is a real threat to
One of the most active forces officially as yet.
SAN PEDRO—Wires and letters
put over their fascist anti-labor law,
Ring, the labor relations manager
the employers are using in this
program is only the first step in obtaining legislative reme- the continued security of the for the
were
Proposition
sent from District Council
No.
1.
Maritime Commission, does
words
In the
of Jack Shelley,
maritime unions.
not receive the full approval of ma- connection is their force of labor state senator, who is also president
No. 4 of the Maritime Federation
dies for some- of our economic troubles.
"Labor
unions are driving busispies in the maritime union. To
We must realize that molt and ritime labor.
REPRESENTATIVES
of the AFL Central Labor Council, ness out of San Francisco by aak- of the Pacific protesting amending
Yet, It was through
organizations
our
solidify
properly
more
the
Congress
controlling
is
labor
political power of Joe Ryan
"This is an attack on all labor. in gfor too much money and short- of the Wagner Act as proposed by
In the past we have used the maritime unions Will cooperate
with by means of legislation and the set- that
best interests of
the reactionaries in Congress.
Daniel Ring was appointed to and work in the
'Joint Maritime Legislative Com- us in this respect.
When an official of the CIO is not er hours," they cried.
the membership, we must expose
ting up of government committees. this position.
All senators and congressmen
Mittee maintained in Washington
allowed to participate in governAlthough we have drafted a numIt so happens that there will be from
these elements in our ranks, and
Our economic efforts must be supthe San Pedro area were conMaritime
National
Union
to
A
means
that
ment
the
this
employers two
.0Y the
better dxample is the resig- to
ber of bills, our efforts will be more
World's Fairs in the United tacted to
do this properly, the LaFollette
ported by intelligent political ac- nation
defeat any amendment to
introduce our legislative bills in or less confined to three
will
AFL
attack
the
next"
of
The
Bell.
Commissioner
States this year. One in New the Act
principal tivities, in order to offset this atCommittee can play a very definite
which is hailed as the
.-jongress, to follow them through measures now pending before
proper political pressure exerted
Truly,
fascist
is
this
a
move
on
York.
Con- tempt on the part of big business
One in San Francisco, The "Magna Carta" of labor.
role. That is the reason we have to
and present briefs at the various gress.
by maritime labor in the northreactionary
the
part
of
a
state sen- New Yorkers, anxious to get all
request our congressmen and senato throttle us through legislation.
3enate and House Committee meetwest was partially responsible
ate.
TRAI/stING SCHOOL
the profit possible for their Fair,
LaFollette
the
that
tors
demand
to
MARITIME LABOR BOARD
ings on maritime labor matters.
for the removal of this person so
One is the maritime Commisbegan -to spread a whispering
their
work
on
continue
If
discrimination
this
Committee
is
allowed
In this respect, the Maritime La- thoroughly
distrusted by labor.
However, this Committee is sion's training school plan for
Every member union of the
the West Coast and hold hearings to be carried on because a man is campaign about San Francisco
bor Board is one nulre government
greatly overworked, and can no merchant seamen. We have outLaFOLLETTE COMMITTE
Maritime
being
a
"ghost
Federation of the Pathe
member
city."
of
Congress
a
Los
of
AngeIndusagency which must receive the seriIn connection with our political at lest in San Francisco and Se,Ionger handle west coast problems. lined a definite program to keep
cific should immediately begin
trial Organizations it then mean les, the home of scabs, finks and
ous consideration of our maritime
l'herefore, we are faced with the these training schools from being
activities, the most important thing attle. The administration recog- that the AFL members will not be open-shoppers, also took a few
to keep an accurate record of
unions. The 75th Congress expressconfronting the maritime unions at nizes that the Associated Farmers allowed their place in government cracks at San Francisco.
Problem of sending a suitable legis- used to attack the maritime unall disputes arising with the emly created the Maritime Labor the
'.ative representative to Washing- ions, and must , wage a vigorous
present time is to force the form the spearhead of the attack —then the churches, the members
ployers, the causes of such disImmediately, the San Francisco
Board, and instructed the Board to
ton from the west coast. In order fight to have our plan adopted In
LaFollette Committee to .conduct
putes and the action taken along
against the New Deal on,the West of civic groups and ad infinitum employers began to worry, Some
have ready for Congress on March
hearings on the West Coast, for the
...0 meet the finttncial burden of place of the union-busting system 1, 1940,
with the results.
a Maritime Mediation Act
to offset the until the entire government is con- people might believe their "ghost
purpose of publicly airing the rec- Coast, and in order
such a representative, I have re- advocated by the Maritime Corn. for
This complete record will enstory
city"
and
not
the settlement, of all disputes
come
to
the
Fair
ords they have compiled of the drive of the reactionary Republi- trolled only by employer's stooges.
, .uested the four CIO maritime un- mission.
able the Maritime Federation in
and not spend all their savings in
in maritime labor relations.
"Labor will answer for this at- the Bay City.
Associated Farmers' anti-union ac- cans and Democrats, the adminis'ions on this coast who contributed FINK HALL FIGHT
cooperation with- every one of its
Naturally, the purpose of the
tivities
and
conp the maintenance of representashipowners'
Associated
affiliates to use these as a basis
tration
the
the
on its civil liberties," Gertack
expose
must
Our fight to abolish government sponsors of this measure was to
So they held a big meeting in a
nections with these labor-bating
Lives in the last session of Congress fink halls constitutes "must"
for working toward gaining conFarmers in their true light. Our or- maine Bulcke said today in com- big auditorium. There were 10,000
legis- throttle maritime labor by means
groups.
fo pool their resources with those lation for the maritime unions.
ditions through New Deal comof compulsory arbitration and WE
ganizations .should take the lead in menting on the news. "We cannot "civic-minded" gentlemen present.
WANT ACTION
the Maritime Federation in an
mittees in drafting reports and
Amendments we have drafted to mediation.
The
Chamber of Commerce leaders,
The LaFollette Committee is in Pointing this out to the adminis- allow this discrimination against
effort to give us a capable repre- the infamous mutiny
recommendations
for action in
acts enacted
the Committee of 43 big shots, etc.,
We must recognize that whatever a
position at the present time to tration, and demand these hear- laboring men to go unchallenged!
,
ntative.
the 1940 Congress.
in 1792 have a chance to pass this bill is 'sponsored
etc., were there on the platform,
by the Maritime exPose some of the most vicious ings.
See Editorial comment on
I am convinced that the r CIO session of Congress. We feel that Labor
exhorting that San Franeiaeo was
Board providing for media- labor spies it has
Page 5.
ever been our
(To Be Continued Next Week)
Buy Union-Made Goods.
not a "ghost city
:
" etc., etc.
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EXPOSES CONSPIRACY IN HAWAIIAN STRIKE
Editor, "Voice of the Federation."
Dear Brother:
The following report from Jack
Hall, editor of the "Voice of Labor"
contains the review of libel suit in
Honolulu, which I have every reason to believe will be of the utmost
Interest to members of the MFOW.
We are therefore requesting that
it be published in full in the Rank
and File page of the "Voice."
Yours fraternally,
ANDREW BUTR1CA, 2352.
ROGER PUTNEY, 528.
• • r
By JACK HALL
Editor Honolulu "Voice of Labor"
HONOLULU, T. H., May 18, 1938.
—Sensational disclosures that Harry Lundeberg, secretary of the
Sailor's Union of the Pacific is
working hand in hand with shipowners in Hawaii and San Francisco to wreck the labor movement
In the Pacific Coast area were
made this week in Magistrate Harry
Steiner's cow t in a case, in which
Garnett Burum, house manager of

Garnett Burum is the same fink
who was found guilty in 1935 of
conspiring with two plug-uglies to
beat up Maxie Weisbarth and Chas.
Post, agents for the Sailors and
Firemen's union respectively, who
arrived in Honolulu in August of
that year to open a hiring hall for
their unions in compliance with the
government arbitration award.
BEAT OLD MAN
The thugs Durum hired to do the
dirty job picked on an elderly seaman named Karl Olsen, 68, mistaking Olsen for Post. Olsen was
beaten and sent to the hospital for
two weeks. His nose was broken
and he bears scars from his injuries today. Burum was fined 8200
In the circuit court in Honolulu
and his fine was paid by Frank
Thompson, attorney for the Matson
Navigation Company and brotherin-law of William Roth, president
of the same corporation.
Today, as the evidence revealed,
Roy F. McCarthy, MFOWW agent,
sleeps in the same bed with Bu-

An Open Letter Against
The Condemnation of
Bridges By a California Tory

ed his own employer, Frank Thompson, when Thompson had sent him
on a mission to the West Coast in
men on the beach and creating an
1935 to contact McGovern of the' Editor:
In response to the plea of our unemployed army.
Firemen's Union there and try to
Editor, "Voice of the Federation."
prevent th,e establishment of a worthy secretary that the members
3.—That no rules or regulations
Please allow me space for the
take a more active part in the af- will be adopted that will in any way
union hiring hall in Honolulu.
following OPEN LETTER to as_
the "standing suggest regimentation of instrucBurum said he had received $170 fairs of the union
C. Don Field of Los
wale posted at tors or students. These are the semblyrnan
expenses for the trip—had spent room only" sign
and company.
Angeles
rs Thursday night. 500 main propositions of the Maritime
all but $30 which he said he con- headquarte
My Dear C. Don Field:
To the credit of Unions,
tributed to the "sick fund of the members present.
With
noted
be
deep interest I read about
it
should
members
the
return."
has,
Seamen's Institute "on his
The Maritime Commission
your demanding the reports of the
remained through
Burum also admitted that he had ,that the majority
up 'till now, not given any assurfour years investigation of Harry
ending around
collaborated with a seaman named the, long session
ance, outside of verbal promises
Bridges.
Shields to write letters whose pur- midnight.
that they will accept the proposals
was
the
evening
of
I was thrilled by the expressions
spot
high
labor."
The
pose was "to double-cross
of the unions. It will be apparent
sage.
the appearance of a gentleman to all that the regimentation of of your fellow assemblymen Can"Who is the Carson referred to SLANDERS DEAD '
the U. S. Maritime Commis- seamen would render null and void non and Millington, especially the
in that message," Attorney Soares
When questioned on his convic- from
School. A motion all action by the maritime unions latter.
sion
Training
up
asked McCarthy.
tion for conspiracy to beat
Ignorance is bliss the old saying
"I refuse to answer," McCarthy Maxie Weisbarth and Chas. Post, was made to give the speaker 10 as such regimentation, with its
fireworks
the
then
But ignorance also is responand
goes.
conminutes
would
regulations
and
the
rules
replied.
Burum proceeded to slander
the
"I insist that you answer," Mr. dead, charging that John Kelley, went off. The brother who intro- flict with the fundamental prin- sible for intolerance, so for
like
would
I
trio
a
your
passionof
made
motion
benefit
the
This
duced
unions.
maritime
the
of
ciples
said,
men
Soares
prosecutor, had sent "innoceot
ate plea that the members 'admit would mean that the maritime un- to tell you some facts.
Reluctantly, McCarthy admit- to jail."
Millington demanded to know
the man and hear what he had to ions would cease to function.
Carson
same
the
was
the
It
ted that
When questioned as to who
"Why labor can't produce its own
who is vice-president of Inter- "Innocent men" were, Burum could say as all his life the said brother
It is of paramount importance
leader's instead of permitting itself
had dreamed of the day when the
Island. He also confessed that not mention a single name.
that each and every one give this
government school would be in question their earnest considera- to be ruled by an ALIEN."
the Gallagher referred to was
"He feeds from the crumbs of
I should like to answer this
operation.
tion. Watch closely for the delabor and at the same time feasts
This emotional outburst brought velopments that will take place question, hiving had some first
at the banquet table of capital,"
the members to their feet with the in the near future. This question hand experience which qualifies me
Mr. Soares said.
to enlighten our worthy assemblyThe complete story of how Burum rapidity of a motion to adjourn. should be thoroughly thrashed out
men.
place
e
took
emdiscussion
Considerabl
before
at your ship's meetings
sent the phoney wire on February
In the first place you must realMari- bracing the program as advocated
2 to defeat the legitimate strike of concerning the school of the
that the great majority of the
ize
gentlethe
while
Commission
commistime
to
maritime
at present by the
longshoremen on Kauai, and
workers are foreign
waterfront
the
sion.
conceal the strike breaking of R. F. man waited in the lobby for
become American
have
but
born,
decision.
final
witMcCarthy was wrung from the
Study your official organ, "The
citizens and thus making use of
CayBoyles,
the
deof
O'Donnell,
careBurke,
name
the
very
"
Using
Federation,
rams.
Voice of the
the laws of the land they HAVE
funct, non-existent Hawaiian Isl- ton and Sneddon blasted the pro- fully wherein you will be informed
selected their own LEADERS, and
ands Federation of Labor. Burum posed school as incompatible with weekly of future developments and
discarded those whom were selectcollaborating with McCarthy, seiz- the policies laid down by the Marl- by so doing you will be in a poed for them by the waterfront emed on another opportunity to sell time unions. Not to be outdone, sition to act intelligently and colduring the pethe rank and file performed in a lectively when making your final ployers association
labor out.
1934, and even
until
1919
from
riod
In reply to a query from Z. R. very creditable manner. The chief decision.
the LEADERS
period
that
to
prior
the
whether
Brown asking for "all unions in- bone of contention
I particularly want to draw to were but mere servants of their
volved" to send full reports on the principles of "free speech" should' your attention that Headquarters
matters, the Waterfront Employers
dispute at Port Allen, Burum con- be recognized or not. On a stand- of the MC&S have not endorsed the
Association.
cocted the following message which ing vote the alsostle of the train- U. S. Maritime Commission TrainTo refresh your memory, there
a
in
decision
was reprinted in the "Voice of ing school got the
ing school but prefer to remain was a longshoremen's strike in 1919
photo finish.
Labor" of April 7:
neutral until they have some defi- (Harry Bridges not being. here at
A very prepossessing gentleman
Z. R. Brown, Secretary, District
nite assurance from the Maritime that time surely cannot be blamed
Council No. 2, San Francisco, Cal. them appeared whose uniform Commission or the legislators in
for that strike, unless his astral
Local federation delegates con- spoke volumes that he was a high Washington just where the maribody was here to rule the workers.)
sider Port-Allen tieup as internal ranking official in the U. S. navy. time unions fit in the picture.
Prior and during that strike the
impresthe
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The speaker then proceded to exeration of Labor.
ress in the future. Fraternally— democratic controlled longshoremen
Under cross examination, Burum pound the virtues of the training
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that he had consulted only with
This letter is to warn those who use on Harry Bridges, and God
two maritime union men in Hono- This we can apcept as an estabwant to buy Gallenkamp only knows they used it unsparmight
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pro-tern for the Sailors Union at enmity of the seamen.
of shoes. The and for their selfish devotion to
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that time. Under further questionthree weeks the cause of labor these leaders
about
worn
were
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are
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favor of the union by Lawrence
Scenes from the Hit o Massacre in Hawaii
and sent to the
those shoes was about FOUR ers' Association
Norrie of the YMCA, who had found ganized opposition,
(since deceased)
one
senate,
It should be thoroughly under- MILES. The general manager was state
that it was not an "internal union
sheriff, and andeputy
Carthy and dated February 7 in- Hugh Gallagher of the Matson
a
became
do
not
did
He
dispute" but a dispute over "unsafe stood by the members of the notified about this.
structs Malone to contact Stanley Company in San Francisco.
some
working conditions" between the MC&S that the union recognizes anything but pass the buck to
Kennedy, president of the InterQuestioned further on his strike
the desirability of co-operating with guy in Oakland. That man in turn
employers,
the
and
union
Island Steam Navigation Company breaking activities on Kauai on
the government and their agencies sent a letter telling me he could
STRANGE ENDOREMENT
"through Gallagher." The message January 27, McCarthy said that he
The phoniest revelations about in their efforts to build an ef- do nothing but mend the shoe. It
reads as follows;
had gone over on the S.S. Mane
the whole mess came with further ficient and stable merchant ma seems that you get csely FOUR
Malone, 58 Commercial Street, but had not signed on the articles Questioning when Burum told who rine service and to improve the MILES TO A GALLENKAMP.
and was not a member of the crew.
San Francisco.
the "delegates" were who had in- efficiency of the licensed and un- There is NO UNION LABEL in
He was just a passenber—a guest
meeting
myself
Sailors' agent
tiorsed his sending the cablegram, licensed personnel to accomplish the shoes. The shoes are of the
Matson Navigation Co.
with Carson suggest you contact' of the
poor quality in spite of the high
Instead of contacting the unions such an objective.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Stanley Kennedy through Gallag- AIDED STRIKEBREAKERS
What the maritime unions ob- price paid for their goods.
involved he contacted the "butchher President Inter-island now
He admitted that he had ordered ers, bakers and candle-stick mak- Ject to is the lack of co-operation
I feel it my duty to ask you to
in San Francisco,
members of his union to furnish ers,'" as Attorney Soares caned it. on the part of the Maritime Corn- print this in the "Voice" to let all
McCarthy.
steam to strikebreakers, while the 'Asked to produce records into mission in reference to certain poll- the workers know how lousy the
San Francisco, Calif.
At the time this wire was sent longshoremen of the ILWU were court showing that the Hawaiian cies laid down by the maritime un- pair of Pinky Gallenkamp shoes I
Attorneys for I.L.W.U. 1-6, 1-10
the Hawaiian seamen on the Inter- locked out in a dispute with the Islands Federation was "alive" at ions.
bought are.
Briefly these policies pare: 1—
the time, Burum was unable to
Not so long ago they closed their
island ships were on strike for shipowners on that island.
to Pr
--os store, perhaps for the
union recognition and had no idea
Before McCarthy took the wit- produce a single, original copy of That all committees appointed
- s son.
their efforts were being sabotaged ness stand, Garnett Burum, com- the minutes of that dead and bur- supervise the training of licensed
COMPLIMENTS OF,..
'ther proof I shall gladly
by two company stooges, Prevost plaining witness in the trial under- led organization. He admitted on and unlicensed seamen should inFor
certified
and McCarthy, right in the offices went three days of torrid grilling. the witness stand that the last elude representatives of
furnish duplicates of signed letters
of the Matson Company in Hono- Attorney Soares dug into the wit- meeting the HIFL held was on collective bargaining agencies to by Gallenkamp employes.
Importers of Wel-Pac Products
the apYours truly,
lulu.
nesses past record—exposed thru January 18—a week before the dis- decide the qualifications of
100 Sacramento St.
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The following day the plot thick- court records his gangster-like ae. Mite at Port Allen had taken place. plicants.
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pencil
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examiadmission under
gram sent on Feb. 8 and addressed
•
thereby throwing the bonafide sea- •
(Continued on Page 4)
to "Lundeberg-Malone" was signed nation that Burum had double-cross-

rum and plays the same doublecrossing game.
What local enemies of labor had
hoped would be a trial to discredit
CIO leadership turned out to be a
boomerang that exposed the local
rat-nest in the ranks of Hawaiian
labor and resulted in repercussions
on the West Coast.
REVEALING MESSAGES
Cablegrams subpoenaed from a
local cable office definitely showed
collaboration between Lundeberg,
Malone and the Matson Navigation
Company. The messages sent during the strike of Inter-Island seamen between February 4 aneFebruary 8 show a definite tie-up between Malone and Hugh Gallagher,
operating manager of the Matson
Navigation Company, and brought
out how Roy McCarthy, fireman's
agent, and Joseph Prevost, sailor's
agent were making a "deal" for the
Inter-Island ships with N. B. Carson, vice president of the Interisland Steam Navigation Company.
One of the wires signed by Mc-

the Seaman's Church Institute
charged Edward Berman. CIO representative for Hawaii with writing and publishing a libelous article that appeared in the Honolulu
"Voice of Labor" in the issue of
April 7.
Berman was ably defended by
former Judge 0. P. Soares.
Judge Steiner acquitted Berman of the charges and said the
article was true and was written
for Justifiable ends.
The artkle accused Burum of
sending s phoney message to Z. R.
Brown, secret a ry of District Couticli No. 2 on February 2, in which
Burum used the name of the defunct, non-existent Ylawaiian Islands Federation of Labor to break
a legitimate strike of workers (Local 1-35 of the ILWU) on the island
of Kauai and to conceal the strikebreaking activities of R. F. McCarthy, Honolulu agent for the Marine Firemen's Union, who traveled to Kauai on January 27 on the
S. S. Mena and ordered members
of his union to furnish steam to
strikebreakers while the lorigahore
local on that island was locked out
by the shipowners.

ON HARRY BRIDGES

Hits Maritime Commission
Training Schools As They
Stand at Present

by McCarthy and Prevost. It reads
as follows;
Lundeberg-Malone,
58 Commercial St., San Francisco.
Favorable interview with Carson suggest you contact Rosseter
think we stand good chance
NLRB election further details by
letter.
Prevoat-McCarthy.
Questioned on these messages by
Attorney Soares, McCarthy admitted that he had sent the one signed
by himself and had joined with
Prevost to send the second mes-

the inhumane conditions the seafaring and longshoremen had to
suffer prior to the 1934 strike, and
still are in many instances.
But thanks to the humane and
in
liberl leadership of that man
born
foreign
not
the White House,
but of foreign descent (by the waY,
where did your trio come from?)
conditions have been created 'making it possible to substitute the
RULERSHIP of swivel chair mariners, to a LEADERSHIP of the
workers
RANK and FILE elected
in spite of the fact that these
workers are foreign born.
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other became a deputy probation
officer, surely they did not deserve
such severe punishment.
Waterfront workers,. as I said
before, ,are mostly foreign horn,
consequently they are not posses
sed with the fanatical race hatred
so eagerly displayed by certain flag
waving politicians.
After the experience of 1919, and
when at liberty to again unite
under their own banner and to
select leaders of their own choosing, they did the very thing you
demand to know, and the displeasure created (by this rank and file
selected leadership) among the
waterfront employers, the Charm
ber of Commerce, etc. and last,
but not least, our honored assem.
blyrnen, is surely the greatest proof
that this leadership has served the
cause of labor sarrd humanity well,
very well, indeed.
Of course you gentlemen never
sailed before the mast; you never
packed a hook on the waterfront
maybe, and never suffered under
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Seattle Section
LABOR UNITY
Rank and File Metal Trades
Workers Win Demands When
United With Maritime Federation
SEATTLE—With a smash• ing victory, winning every
demand, on January 26th,
Auto Mechanics, Local 289,
Machinists Local, No. 79 and
Blacksmiths, Local 106, signed an agreement with the
General-Shea-Columbia Contractors at the Ruby Dam
project, about fifty miles
from Seattle, terminating a
three weeks' strike.
FORCED TO STRIKE
The strike began January 6 after
the secretary of the Seattle Metal
Trades Council had illegally signed
an agreement for the above named
unions without their authorization,
calling for a wage scale of 25 cents
an hour less than the union scale
for such jobs. The Auto Mechanics,
Blacksmiths and Machinists after
exhausting every effort at peaceful
settlement, were forced to strike
the job.
UNION BUSTING
No sooner was this done than
their action was condemned by
the Seattle Central Labor Council as "illegal." Union busting
then reached an all time low in
the Seattle Labor Temple when
strikebreakers were issued clearances at the Labor Temple and
sent out to scab on the struck
Job. Blacksmiths, hired by the
contractors as "steel sharpeners" were given permits by officials of the Operating Engineers
Local 302 as "oilers" to go to
Ruby Dam.
Sunday, January 15th, a mass
picket line was placed at the Dam
and scabs were escorted through
the picket line under police escort
by officials of the Building Trades
• Unions.
COUNCIL ENDORSED STRIKE
Meanwhile, Washington District
Council No. 1 had endorsed the
strike, as well as the Seattle Industrial Labor Union Council. A number of IBU men were employed on
- the project engaged in ferrying
supplies across a lake to the dam
'project.

UNIONS STICK
Despite the union busting tactics
of certain reactionaries in the Labor Temple, the Auto Mechanics,
Blacksmiths and Machinists stuck
to their guns, greatly strengthened
and encouraged by the backing of
the Maritime Federation District
Coancil.
EMPLOYERS FACE UNITY
Son on January 19th the contractors, fearing that the entire
project would be closed if the
blocked the
Boatmen
Inland
source of supplies and apprehensive of colliding with such a powerful group as the Maritime Federation, signed an agreement
with the striking AFL crafts
granting them an increase of 25
cents an hour.
THANK COUNCIL
I. R. Sandvigen, business agent
of Machinists Local 79, personally
thanked A. E. Harding, secretary of
Washington District Council, for
the support of the Council. "We
feel that it was the support of the
Maritime Federation, more than
anything else, that enabled us to
win our demands," he declared. "In
behalf of the Machinists local as
well as the Auto Mechanics and
Blacksmiths, I wish to extend the
heartiest thanks to the District
Council. Be assured that your action was deeply appreciated."

Fighting For
Federation
In Congress
SEATTLE—In response to communications recently dispatched by
the District Council to the Waghington Congressional delegation
again urging them to fight for the
Maritime Federation Leislative Program, replies have been received
from Senators Bone and Schwellenbach and from Congressman Smith,
Magnusson and Wallgren.
Congressman Mon Wallgren, a
member of the Committee of Merchant Marine and Fisheries, reiterated his promise to introduce an
amendment to the Merchant Marine
Act of 1936 which would abolish
government fink halls.

tained by the maritime groups callBy A. E. Harding
SEATTLE.—In last week's ed for wage inereases never since
equalled. The fishermen's scale was
article we discussed t h e. restored from a depression low to
growth and gains made by a decent wage.
t the Alaska Fishermen's Un- COORDINATION
In December, 1936, the various
ion under the leadership of
fishing groups held a conference
Federation
of
Maritime
the
in Seattle, the purpose of which
the Pacific. In this article was to coordinate the efforts of
- we will take up the gains the fishermen In an organizamade under the direction of tional campaign. At this confer• the Federation Councils of ence the ground work for the
Federated Fishermen's Council
another great fishermen's was laid. Also, the question
of
• union — the United Fisherthe trap tendermen was taken up,
•.men's Union of the Pacific the majority of whom were then
unorganized. Delegates from the
(UFU.)

•

For many years organizations of
tuna, herring, salmon, halibut and
other fishermen had come and gone
but it was not until early in 1936
that a real organization with any
degree of stability was created. On
January 15, 1936, three unions, the
„Salmon Purse Seiners, Herring
Fishermen and Deep Sea and Purse
Seine Fishermen's Union were
formed and shartered by the ISU.
These three groups functioned harrnoniously as one organization, respecting each others books, instinctively recognizingthe principle
of industrial unionism.
SOLIDARITY BRINGS GAINS
Like the cannery workers and
maritime groups, the membership
of these organizations recognized
In the Maritime Federation their
opportunity to secure substantial
gains on the one hand and to
Protect and solidify what they
had won on the other. The Salmon Purse Seiners Union was the
first to affiliate with the Washington District Council, closely
followed by the Herring Fishermen, the Deep Sea and Purse
Seine Fishermen's Union and the
Copper River and Prince William Sound Fishermen's Union,
which had also just been granted

an 1SU charter.
FIRST GAINS
The first gains secured under the
leadership of the council was in the
. Spring of 1936 when the fishermen,
together with the sailors, firemen
and marine cooks, jointly negoti,ated an agreement for the fish reduction ships. Not only was this
.the first agreement ever secured by
Workers on the Northwest reduc- .tion ships, but the agreement ob-

Washington Social Security

Waterfront News
Seattle
News

By A. LAWRENCE
The delegates to the District
Council of the Federation heard a
very enlightening report by Bro.
Hannon, secretary of the Maritime
Federation, a report . which raised
sharply the necessity of greater
action by organized labor on the
political front.
The various measures affecting
the maritime unions, were explained to the delegates. Bro.
Hannon pointed out the necessity of having a legislative representative in Washington, D.C.
Also of interest to all organized
labor was the question of obtaining
funds for continuing the LaFollette Committee investigation on
the West Coast. Although we know
by their action who the labor spies
In the West Coast unions are.
The additional help of the committee's proof would help to clean
out these rats, who infest our organization and attempt to sell us
the program of the boss. The membership of the Federation should
see that pressure is brought in
Washington, DC., to continue the
committee on the West Coast investigations.
* * *

Preparation Made Now
For Negotiations With
Operators In Spring

Federation Unites With Grange
In a Demand for More
Liberalized Social Security

Plan Submitted
To__.. Revive
Herring Industry

ity law and make the necessary
changes toward a more economical administration.
3. That the legislature define
the words "need" and "resources"
as used in the law.
4. That definite sums be appropriated to the blind, to the aid of
dependent children, to unemployables and old age pensions, and
that these sums not be used for
Copied from the Grange maga- any other purpose.
zine, the Council's resolution in
protest against the present Washington Social Security administration said:

SEATTLE — Washington
District Council No. of the
Maritime Federation of the
Pacific this week stook shoulder to shoulder with the State
Grange in their demand that
more democratic procedure
be used in administering the
State Social Security.

SEATTLE—Brother Guy Alston,

SEATTLE—At its last regular meeting WDC No. 1 con- Secretary of the Fish Reduction
curred in the recommendation of the Council Executive and Salted Fish Workers' Union, reported to the District Council that
Board that a Co-ordinating Committee for the Canned Sal- he is compiling a brief to submit to
mon Industry be set up. Also, letters were sent out to all Congress, the purpose of which will
organizations interested in this industry requesting them to be an attempt to revive the salt
send representatives to attend a meeting at 10 A. M.,i herring industry in the United
States.
January 30th.
The meeting was held in the+
ARTA hall with representatives of times. A letter to that effect is
the f011owing organizations in at- being dispatched to each organitendance: Cannery Workers and zation and the first meeting callFarm Laborers Union No. 7; Ma- ed for 10 a. m., Feb. 6.
chinists Local No. 79; ARTA, No. DRAW
UP DEMANDS
6; United Fishermen's Union;
(2) The necessity for each organAlaska Fishermen's Union; Copper
ization to draw up its demands as
River and Prince William Sound
soon as possible, As soon as this is
Fishermen's Union; Fish Reduction
done, the demands of each group
Workers; ILWU No. 1-9; Shipare to be studied by the entire comwrights; MC&S and District Coun- mittee so that all will be thoroughcil No. 1.
ly conversant with the problems
and demands of the other groups.
LAY GROUNDWORK
The meeting was opened with an PAYMENT OF WAGES
announcement by the District Coun(3) The question of teh Copper
cil secretary that in the past the
River and Prince William Sound
unions have delayed in presenting Fishermens' Union. A
number of
their negogtiations until the can- packers have welshed on
their
ning season was virtually under payment of the fact
finding
way and that this so curtailed their award to the fishermen of
this
negotiations and limited the oppor- organization. At the present
time
tunity for coordinated, pre-deter- a court case is pending in
which
mined action between the various the union has initiated
suit for
groups that the unions were at a recovery of wages due the
memdecided disadvantage.
bers as contained in the award.

The Seattle warehousemen won
a great victory in the wholesale
drug warehouses. In the trial
examiner's report, the drug firms
were ordered to reinstate our COORDINATION
It was felt that this should be
locked-out members with full sethis year by all intercorrected
niority and back pay for the time
ested organizations having their
that they were unemployed. In
agreements drawn up in plenty
the West Coast Wholesale Drug
of time, coordinating their efforts
the company was scored for its
so
as to enable them to effectaction in signing an agreement
ively present a united front to
with the teamster's union, when
the employers in plenty of time
not one of its employes was a
before the season opens. In this
member of the teamster's union.
they will be successful in
Only one of our members was way
getting much better agreements
locked out in the West Coast Co,,
than in the past. They will be
while five were locked out at Mcin the advantageous position that
Kesson, Stewart and Holmes Drug
the employers have enjoyed in
Company.
the past.
We hope to win the election that
is to be held as the result of the FIRST MEET FEB. 6
The following points were dislabor board's decision, in the near
future at the West Coast Drug Co. cussed:
No disposal has been made of the
(1) The necessity for each orMcKession case as yet for the ganization immediately electing
company has been granted an ex- a representative to serve on the
tension of time and in all proba- coordinating committee, at which
bility will file exceptions with the a representative from the Disboard.
trict Council will serve at all

Federation Council Outlines Work
To Aid Member Unions In Washington
•

Page Three

This industry, once an important one in the United States, has
deteriorated almost to the vanishing point. It has been the assumption that the American industry could not compete with
those of foreign nations, especially Norway and Iceland.
Brother Alston, however, is confident that it can be revived, and
has a plan outlined whereby a
large industry could be built up in
the Northwest using Alaska herring
that could successfully compete
with the foreign product.
If this were done, it would be a
great stimulus to business in the
Northwest, as thousands of men
would be directly employed with increased payrolls, buying power and
prosperity for the community.

New Officials
For Ship Scalers

"There is statewide dissatisfacSAN FRANCISCO—New officials
tion with the present State Social
were elected by Ship Scalers and
Security program.
Painters Local 1-2, ILWU for the
"This dissatisfaction is particucoming year.
larly, centered about Mr. Ernst's
Brother Tom Mooney was made
salary of $7500 per year and other honorary
president of the local.
seemingly excessive administrative
Official president will be Mancosts."
uel Vargas, vice president Charles
"The .constant fluctuations in
Maldonado, business agent, James
the amounts pald to beneficiaries Clayton,
and secretary-treasurer,
of the Social Security program Mary
Sandoval.
destroy all semblance of a feeling of security."
The resolution suggested that the
following be done:
1. That the director of social security be elected by the people.
2. That the legislature make a
careful study of the Social Secur- •FEDERATION

FORWARD TO A
NATIONAL MARITIME

Northwest Ads
SEATTLE

Martin Hegeberg, business agent
of the union, announced that the
Seattle, Bellingham and Cordova
branches of the organization have
gone gon record not to open negotiations until this matter is cleared up.
This was discussed in detail by
the body. A motion was passed
recommending that no organization
release any men to the companies
involved until such time) as they
abide by the fact finding award.
PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
Further, an intensive publicity
campaign is to be launched In
which it will be made clear that
if any tie-up or delay In beginning operations results from this
that the rseponsibility rests on
the packers involved.
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SEATTLE—District Council No.
SEATTLE, U.S.A.
1 received the following letter from
the IWA, which they adopted at
Printers to Progressive Unions
their annual convention and overAmoaiwo....
looked, through error, sending us
POLITICAL PRESSURE
a
before. It„is requested it be printed
Lastly, it was decided that all
in the Voice:
political pressure possible is to be
WHEREAS: The maritime workbrought VI
) bear in order to have
Formerly Pup No. 2
ers
of the Pacific Coast have sucthe case come to court as soon as
cessfully
fought
an
uphill
battle
possible. Thil following committee
NOW SOLE OWNER
was elected to accomplish this: against the shipowners over a long
of the
William Hecker, AFU; Martin period of time; and,
WHEREAS: A constant camHegeberg, CRPWFSU; A. E. Harding, District Council No. I; Joe paign has been waged to lock out
Jurich, UFU, and Con Espe, the workers coast wide; and,
105 PIKE STREET
CWFLU No. 7.
RESOLVED: That we go on record pledging support to the mariFISH COMMISSIONER
:COME AND SEE ME, BOYS!
time workers in their smart and
(3) The question of endorsing
El
courageous fight against the ship
a man for the position of Fish
owners; and be it further,
El
El
Commissioner was raised and disRESOLVED: That copies of this
cussed. The consensus of opinion
prevailed that some outstanding resolution be sent to the Maritime
New Dealer should receive our Federation of the Pacific.

The

Western Tavern
BEER
and WINES
Longshoremen Welcome

/

901 Western Ave.
Seattle
ram.
anwoomplimwoas.osumpoem.oinwaimire...immol.,*

ERNIE HAHN

PALACE
TAVERN

to a more substantial type of in- per cent reduction from 1937.
dustrial organization, with the SANCTION PICKET LINE
result that In the winter of 1937
The UFU membership, incensed
these three organizations: the
by such treachery, requested auSalmon Purse Seinera' Union,
thorization from the Washington
Herring Fishermen's Union and
District Council to establish a
endorsement. A committee was
Deep Sea and Purse Seine Fishpicket line in Southeastern Alaselected to immediately take this
ermen's Union, met in a merger
ka, which was granted them by
important matter up with the
Iconvention and set up the appathe Council on July 8, 1938.
WC F.
ratus that later became the Unit- BEGIN ATTACK
ed Fishermen's Union. In the
Now it is a tremendous underWhile there were many differspring of 1938, thoroughly con- taking to attempt to conduct a ences of opinion, which was only
vinced of the practicability of the strike over the entire area of natural, perfect harmony prevailed
KETCHIKAN, Alaska—The new
Industrial type of organization, Southeastern Alaska. It was neces- and all delegates left the meeting
sub-district Council of the Marithe membership voted by an 80 sary to maintain picket lines at with the feeling that a great deal time Federation
of the Pacific is
per cent majority for what is now scattered points which could only had been accomplished and look starting to
go to town in a big
the Congress for Industrial Or- be reached by hours of sailing in Upon the forthcoming negotiations
way—this time they are battling
ganization.
small boats. The expense incurred and coordination with considerable for a good pro-laborite to be placed
Marine Cooks and Stewards, the ANTI-UNION DRIVE
was heavy. However, the insidious more optimism than in past years. as Commissioner of Fisheries in
Marine Firemen, the SUP and
In the spring of 1938 the UFU maneuvering of the p ackers raised
Alaska.
the IBU attended the conference together with all other groups endifficulties for greater than the
SEATTLE—At the last Council
Their candidate foe the job is
and unanimously agreed that the gaged in the canned salmon indus- physical
and geographic problems meeting Myron Green, of the State J. F. Jurich, secretary of the
AFU should organize the tender- try, were confronted with a vicious presented
by Nature. The canned of Washington Unemployment Com- Federated Fishermen's Council.
men with the exception of those anti-union drive on the part of the salmon
industry, utilizing its brutal Pensation Division, explained the
Letters have been sent to the
already organized by the Copper employers. Union officials and rep- financial
control, threatened to cut functions and purposes of the Un- President of the United States, to
River and Prince William Sound resentatives actively participated off the
credit of the residential employment Compensation Division Delegate Dimond and to Harry
Fishermen's Union and the ten- in the Coordinating Committee set Alaska
purse seiners.
in this state.
Hopkins, new Secretary of Comdermen employed where purse up by the District Council. We "ALASKA
FOR ALASKANS"
merce.
seining was the main method of have seen in previous articles how
They also employed the "AlasLabor pressure ousted Bell as
Through the backing and coopcatching fish in Alaska and Puget these lengthy negotiations finally ka for
Alaskans" propaganda
eration of the Maritime Federa- Commissioner of Fisheries after he
Sound, in which case the SPSU developed into the formulation of very
effectively, making it aption the fishermen, who had only was exposed in his role of stooge
was to organize them.
a Fact Finding Board.
pear as though the strike was the
organizations a few for the canning and fishing monopscattered
100 PER CENT ORGANIZATION
PROMISES MADE
work of "outside agitators" by
Years
have succeeded In or- olists.
ago,
By the spring of 1937 the fisherNow the members of the UFU
which the native Alaskans were
ganizing the majority of the men
men were 100.per cent organized. being mostly purse seine fisherbeing victimized. They succeeded
engaged In that industry along
That year along the coast they men, start north later than most
In throwing enough confusion
the coast and in Alaskan waters.
were able to negotiate an agreement of the other groups (such as the
into the minds of the workers
Profiting by the experience of
for 13 dollars a ton on pilchards cannery workers) as their servengaged in the industry in that
industrial basis,
(sardines), which represented a 30 ices are not required until the
part of the Territory that the functioning on an
made possible by their Maritime
per cent increase over the previous fishing season has actually startfishermen were forced to accept
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Federation affiliation, the Federatyear.
ed. When the other groups had
Watertenders & Wipers Assn.
the 371/
2 per cent minimum withed Fishermen's Council at its an.
MORE MONEY
agreed to go north under the
Bert Coleman, Agent—Thurs.
out a fact finding decision, denual convention in California in
In Alasika the SPSU negotiated fact finding agreement, the purse
at 6. Tel. Main 6331, Seattle.
spite the fact that the District
December, 1938, drafted a proposed
and secured the highest minimum seiners were promised verbally
Council and the various marine
fishing international known as the
price on salmon. This was the first by the packers that they would
groups supported the purse seinInternational Fishermen and Allied
time these fishermen had ever re- be given the same consideration
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
ers 100 per cent.
Association of the Pacific.
Workers of America, which would
ceived a written agreement for as the other groups engaged in POOR
SEASON
Joseph Harris, 84 Seneca St.,
amalgamate the AFU, UFU, and
Southeastern Alaska. The Herring the industry.
This resulted in the only thing
with a total Seattle, Phone ELiot 2562.
Fishermen received a substantial OPERATORS START CUTTING
that could be expected: a very poor several smaller groups,
membership of 11,000, making it the
increase in the price of herring
However, after the other groups season for the
purse seine fisher- second
largest affiliate of the Maper barrel, amounting to about 20 had all gone to Alaska and the men who
$75
about
averaged only
ritime Federation.
per cent over the previous year fishing and canning operations had Per man
for the season. AND THIS
It is now being submitted to a
Meets 1st and 3rd Thursdays
and over 100 per cent from the actually begun, the packers began IS
SUPPOSED TO KEEP A FAMeach month at 80 Pike St.
1934 low.
stalling off the purse seiners, finally ILY THE
membership
the
referendum
of
vote
YEAR AROUND! This
Pres.—T. R. Richardson.
of the unions involved.
COUNCIL LEADS
shifting their seat of negotiations has brought
Sec.—D. Bennett.
about a critical situaThese agreements of the Purse to Ketchikan. They climaxed their tion in
Vice-Pres.—F. C. Smith.
Alaska during the past
Seiner& and Herring Fishermen bad tactics by a flat refusal to winter,
Southeastern
especially in
0
CI
were negotiated under the lead- live up to their promise, informing Alaska. Such few WPA and CCC
Cannery Workers & Farm
ership of the District Council the purse seiners that they would projects as there are in the TerriCompliments of
Laborer's Union
with the active cooperation of all have to take a 371
/
2 per cent cut tory have been wholly inadequate.
Local 7 - U.C.A.P.A.W.A.
marine groups. This excellent ex- over the 1937 minimum. This, ac- STRENGTHEN FISHERMEN
Meets 1st and 3rd Sunday each
ample of united action made pos- cording to statistics compiled by
month at 84 Union St., Seattle.
Further steps were taken to
Pres., 1. R. Cabatit; Sec., A. G.
sible by their Maritime Federa- Brother Joe Jurich, secretary of the strengthen the fishermen's orRodrigo; Bus. Ag't, V. 0. Navea..
tion affiliation stimulated them UFU, in effect amounted to a 50 ganizations this past winter.
113
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Jurich Backed for
Fish Commissioner
In Alaska
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Monterey Trial
Tanker
Negotiations
75-Day Cards?

Condemn SIU
SIU-Ryan
Scab-Herding
Assert Yourself
type were permitted by the chair:
"When did you stop violating
working rules?" Answer Yes or
No. Or as it is commonly called
"when did you stop beating your
wife?" Some of the crew were
charged with working optional
A short time ago Joe Ryan gave a charter to a handful overtime instead of getting cash
of stew-bums and plugulies in Puerto Rico in order to try for it.
The spokesman for the accused
to smash the longshoremen's organization of the MTU in
produced the agreement showing
Puerto Rico.
that this is compulsory in dead
Tb,e S. S. Coloradan of the Amer-a.
fireroom between Sydney and Melican Hawaiian S. S. Co. came in plug uglies aside and went to bourne and was borne out by the
and Ryan's gang with the apparent work. The crew is reported to secretary who explained why this
cooperation of the shipowners were have followed suit until the was SO.
sent on the Coloradan to work her threats from Ryan's SIU finks
Another charge was that the
in place of bona fide longshoremen with many lies and slander
Monterey referred to the plaintiff
who had been working on the front brought the SUP members off
as a "disrupter" In the columns
and they were followed by the
for years.
of the "Voice." Goodness graciWhen the Puerto Rican long- firemen.
ous. It's unkind to speak ill of
This picket line was put up de- the dead, but before the WCF
shoretnen of the MTU saw their
jobs being stolen, they put up a spite a restraining order by the
big picket line. The firemen shut NLRB backed by the courts. When
off the steam, the SUP and cooks this was written, the ship was tied
up and negotiations held in abeyalso walked off.
The secretary reported on the
The SUP, a Lundeberg-Ryan ance. The meeting went on record
with the tanker opernegotiations
dual outfit of triple finks went unanimously condemning the strike
ators. He stated the operators Hi!SIU
the
on
the
breaking
of
Coloaboard the ship and sailed her,
cone and Richfield Co. (Associated,
leaving the entire crew on the radan, also to give full support to
General and Union Oil stood by),
workfide
longshoremen
the
bona
beach. The SUP officials gave
consider the closed shop as unthis action their blessing and ing on these docks which are the
American, that they will not pay
ILWU's.
publicly (read the West Coast
over 75 cents per hour overtime,
Sailor, Jan. 21, 1939) stated the
and the same wages of $85 for
SUP men who struck in support
firemen and $90 for oilers.
of the longshoremen, would be
placed on charges upon their reBecause the Firemen's Union
turn.
has hitherto been silent about
The San Pedro minutes of the
However, fearing to bring . these various dual union, strike breakstrikebreakers out to the West ing actions of the SIU & Ryan's week before quote Brother Malone
Coast on the Coloradan, they stated ILA which have affected us di- as saying that "the SUP agreea West Coast crew would be ship- rectly, the SIU crowd have appa- ment is a tough one to get over."
ped in Baltimore to bring the ship rently considered our silence as Apparently he referred to the SUP
west.
consent. When a dual opinion be- having an agreement which gives
Brother Malone, commenting
gins to break a firemen's strike the companies the right to hire
who they choose, etc.
on the situation at the meeting
such as on the Coloradan, then
These two companies owning 8
stated, "If the SIU didn't step
It's time for our union, including
In, these men would have won."
all our officials to disassociate ships between them are quite tough
The secretary certainly showed itself from any connections that according to our secretary.
If the SUP signed an agreeno sympathy for the strikebreaking they might have with these peoment without consulting and havaction of the SRI, though he failed ple.
to rally the members against this
There is nothing in the firemen's ing joint action with the firemen
when it took place. A motion was financial reports indicating that any which seems to be the case, then
carried unanimously to condemn money is being paid by a fireman our secretary has certainly been
the strike breaking action of the by the name of Jackowski to keep placed in an unenviable position.
SW and the crew who took the an SW hall open with the SUP in The secretary stated in his reAhip out.
Baltimore and claim to represent port to the membership: "If we
the Pacific Coast MFOW&W Assn. get an agreement, it will be
If the MFOW isn't paying him then summed up ;n a five letter word
It's certainly logical to assume the L-0-U-S-V."
This all goes to show when seaSIU or Ryan is paying him directly.
A number of months back a NaThe firemen never officially men work without the benefit of
tional Labor Relations Board elec- set up an SIU branch In Balti- the Maritime Federation, the emtion was about to take place in
more or anywhere else. Yet we ployer is always the gainer. If this
New Orleans to determine whether have a "representative" there is sailor-fireman cooperation as
the longshoremen's union wanted who puts a pistol on the table
Ryan's outfit, the ILA or the ILWU. statement of San Marcos crew)
The ILWU proposed that the elec- when he visits a ship, issues baltion be conducted on a port scale. lots without sanction, etc.
The Seattle minutes concurred
That is, all New Orleans longshoreIn a request from the secretary to
men voting.
send the agent up to Vancouver
Whoever got the majority of
The firemen's union is being used to look over the situation with the
the port would be the undisputed to put over the dual union set-up
view in mind of opening a branch
representative of a longshoreman of the new SIU on the eastern
if conditions warrant.
in the port. Ryan proposed a dock seamen.
It is proper for our officials to
by dock or company by company
It's time you and the rest of ask the membership before taking
election. A company by company
the brothers who pay dues put a any such actions. The membership
election was finally held. On the
stop to this partner act. Aren't In headquarters was not consulted
Swayne & Hoyt docks the ILWU
you opposed to helping build an about this matter.
won with an overwhelming maarmy of former strike breakers
The secretary's powers are dejority.
and cooperating with people who rived from the consent of
the memSo much for the background. Last did everything in their power to
bership and not vice versa.
week when the ILWU was up be- break our last strike, by using
Too many "fait accompli" have
fore the shipowners renewing their baseball bats on our eastern
been Perpetrated by the officials
agreement with Swayne & Hoyt, allies?
in the past and then we were asked
the Point Brava arrived. According
If you don't speak up or write to ratify
them. Setting up a branch
to reports from there, Ryan's gang your protest, the intercoastal ships
in Vancouver means raiding the
of goons who have broken many will soon he flooded with whiteII3U and the Canadian unions and
strikes and are the worst labor washed triple finks who might deplaying the same game the SUP is
racketeers in the industry, threw cide to stay on when we go out on
playing.
a picket line of plug uglies around strike. Wake up, quit looking for
It means more expenses to the
the ship when the bona fide certi- "Reds" under your bunk and stop
union which is apprximately
fied longshoremen went to work.
these phonies before they get a $10,000
(ten thousand dollars),
The longshoremen pushed the foothols
In the hole. Whether the move is
By WALTER J. STACK

Firemen Condemn SIU
Strike-breaking

folded it's pages were full of
characterizations such as "wreckers," "rats," etc.
The people who charged they
were called disrupters, had an article in last week's "Voice" stating
of those who called them disrupters
that, a "white washed fink" is a
member of the crew.
It was shown that this was not
only common to one ship, but is an
actual fact on a number of ships,
and no argument was made when
new books were issued to self-admitted finks. The membership became disgusted with their time being taken up by factional bitterness developed between the spokesmen of the Mariposa and Monterey
and voted overwhelmingly to dismiss the charges.

MORE ABOUT
CONSPIRACY

Additional Rank and File Letters -

(Continued from Page 2)
notations of the meeting of January 18.
But-urn's tie-up with John Edeson McEldowney, editor of the Wilson-Miyamoto organ, "The Democrat," the man who "knows all
about the libel laws" as evidenced
by the articles he wrote which got
Leo Crowley and the "Sentinel"
into trouble was brought out to
startle the court. Brum testified
that McEldowney had helped him
write the complaint which charged
Burum with libel, and which stated
that his "fame, reputation and character" had been injured.
In a closing argument, in which
he defended freedom of the press
Attorney Soares castigated Burum as a "rat who sabotaged the
efforts of union men on the island of Kauai who were trying to
protect their very lives from a
scab hatch-tender who had threatened to get union men and who
had already been convicted of an
assault on a member of a union."
They praised the labor press for
taking advantage of exposing the
"rats in the labor movement,"

"If there is one word in the alleged libel that was untrue it was
that word in which the writer referred to Minim as a gentleman,"
proposed by the Green appointed Mr.
Soares said.
SIU president, Lundeberg, then it.
"This
Burum indulged in the
is not to the liking of the membermeanest thing that any man can
ship.
do. And that is to slander the dead.
It was also reported that a half
"I knew John Kely well and so
be
to
are
due
pictures
dozen sea
made soon and that a coastwise did your Honor. He was a man of
courage, a man respected by all
ship will be chartered.
who knew him—a man who would
fight tooth and nail with Police
Chief Gabrielson to protect men
The Maui, Kahuku and Lumber- whom he knew to be innocent.
man are going out and the Okla"We have proven conclusively in
homan and Utahan are laying up. this case that the article in the
Shipping is about the same, per- "Voice of Labor" was written with
haps a bit off. A petition signed good motives and for justifiable
by over 50 members was presented ends—was written to protect labor
to the meeting asking that the 75 and to put it on its guard against
day card be brought back into use. those who would destroy. freedom.
All the members registering be- Julius Caesar had his Brutus,
fore January 1, have a 75 day card. Charles the 1st, Cromwell and the
Those who registered after the 1st Hawaiian labor movement has its
have as 60 day' card. The 60 day Burum."
cards run out around March 1st,
In rendering his decision acquitwhile the 75 day ones run out on ting Berman, Judge Steiner said
the 15th of March.
that he was "satisfied that the artThis makes it appear that be- icle was true, was written with
cause of the lack of jobs and the good motives and for justifiable
two expiring periods that most ends."
brothers who registered the first WORD "PHONEY," FAIR
two weeks of January will lose SAYS JUDGE
their cards unless some unfore"To have called the message that
seen development occurs, such
Durum sent a "phoney" was peras a boom in shipping.
fectly fair."
A committee was finally elected
Judge Steiner said that the evito bring in a recommendation on dence showed no "internal dispute"
this problem after all kinds of mo- at Port Allen but a fight between
tions were made, including taking the union and the shipowners and
the 75 day card away from those therefore the information 13urum
registered before January 1st.
gave to Z. R. Brown was "not a
true picture" of things as they
happened.
The judge found from the evigood or bad is not the point. dence that the records of the HIFL
The point is the officials' powers were incomplete and that the orare decidedly not unlimited. ganization lead a "hazy" existence
Scharrenberg-Carlson methods of —therefore it was pretty accurate
procedure should not be permit- to call it defunct and non-existent.
Judge Steiner said that "scabted to develop.
herding is a legitimate term in labor circles" and Mr. Berman was
therefore correct in stating that
Burum had sent a phoney wire to
The California Supreme Court conceal McCarthy's scab-herding acrefused to review the frame-up of tivities.
King, Ramsey and Conner. This
was brought out by the secretary
who stated that all legal resources
have been exhausted.
He met with anumber of liberal
(Continued from Page 2)
representatives of the State Senate keep in
submission the American
and Legislature and representa- worker.
tives of Labor's Non-Partisan
Recently a mass campaign has
League (labor's political arm in been
started by the Chamber of
California) and worked out a pro.Commerce, in order to overcome
gram that shows strong possibili- the ill
effects of their own GHOST
ties of forcing the release of the TOWN
stories and now comes Mr.
frameup victims of the Pt. Lobos Cannon
starting all over again Ustnurder case.
ing the assembly chambers for his
broadcasting station.
Farmers are starving and losing
their land because of Harry Bridges
says Mr. Millington; but what
about the banks and the finance
gate Nelson Corp. and in compe- companies, and the land holding
tition with private enterprises in companies that are holding the
the shipping industry," and is Hub- mortgages on these lands, Mr.
Milllea to the provisions of the Nat], ington. Please don't tell us
that
Labor Relations Act.
they are in conspiracy with Harry.
"Its failure and refusal to negoGreat problems are facing both
Hate in good faith with the NMU" the assembly and senate.
Forget
the petition states, constitutes a your petty fault finding anti
mud
violation Of the Act, as "the Ma- slinging, rinse out your mouth,
ritime Commission is operating wash your hands and
tackle the
these vessels for profit in the job for which you have been
electsame manner as the private opera- ed, namely to help solve the
great
tors who are operating with gov- problems facing the state
of Caliernment subsidies."
fornia, less the more Democratic
inclined forces use the vacuum
cleaner in 1940 instead of the rake
Attend Your Union Meetings.
which they used in 1938, permitting a lot of litter to slip through.
Buy Union-Made Goods.
Very sincerely yours,
A. F. WALTER,
A Former Longshoreman.

Tanker Movie Negotiations

Scab Herding
Must Stop

Stab In Back?

SIU-Ryan Dirty
Work in New Orleans

75 Day Cards?

Branch In Vancouver

Assert Yourself

MONTEREY TRIAL
The preceding sections of this
column might indicate that the
meeting was one of heated and bitter debate without its usual comedy relief. This is not so. The usual
fun was Indulged in.
The merriment wasn't furnished by the usually boisterous followers of sherry and muscatel,
commonly known as winos. The
fun developed from what promised to be a serious set of charges
by one brother against several
on the Monterey "and any others
who might be Involved for antiunion conduct."

Champion of
Constitution
The fun started when several
brothers led by our esteemed Assistant Secretary Barney O'Sullivan
tried to prevent the charges from
being acted upon by the Committee of the Whole instead of a trial
committee, on the grounds that this
would be "unconstitutional."
This champion of the constitution rode into battles like St.
George on a white charger out to
slay the nasty human eating dragon.
When he spoke against the
Committee of the Whole proced-

ure which has been a customary
practice of long standing and
precedent, established whenever
a member wished such a trial, he
forgot a couple of dozen constitutional violations which he overlooked while championing the
constitution in San Pedro. The
following are just a few:
The white wash of Mulderig and
Tenant. Setting up representatives
and branches in the east by the
Pedro branch, Buying a new car
after branches non-concurred. The
burning of CIO ballots. Refusing to
send all over $300 to headquarters.
Proposing a couple of months pay
in advance.
Yanking NMU brothers off ships.
Involving the port in a Jurisdictional strike without referendum.
Paying $180 to the AFL a few
months ago for "per capita," while
not in the AFL. Voting for the
election of Vandeleur for secretary
of the California AFL.

Battle of Words
The accuser and the spokesman
for the accused marched up to the
dais after a chairmau of the Committee of the Whole was elected,
with sheafs of documents like a.
couple of Philadelphia lawyers.
No questions of the following

Political Action
Necessary

MORE ABOUT
BRIDGES

FILE LABOR BOARD CHARGES
AGAINST U. S. MARINE BODY
WASHINGTON — Charging that
the Maritime Commission has refused to bargain collectively with
the union chosen by seamen on
Commission

ships

to

represent

them, the National Maritime Union,
CIO, has filed charges of unfair
labor practices with the National
Labor Relations Board.
The complaint, filed by William
L. Standard of New York, counsel
for the CIO seamen, declares that
"the United States Maritime Commission is a governmental agency
engaged in a proprietary enterprise through its agents, the South-

Wagner Act Existing.Red Tape Must
Vs. Fascism ... Be Stopped Says MFOW Man
Editor:
There is so much "red-baiting" in
the papers and on the radio, that
it is doubtful whether everyone had
an opportunity to listen last Sunday night to the American Forum
of the Air. These Forum discussions deal with current problems
of the times. Sunday night an argument took place for and against
the amending of the Wagner Act.
The parties against the act and
wanting to amend it were the National Association of Manufacturers. Those defending the Act were
the NLRB, Mr. J. Warren Madden,
and some other attorneys whose
names have slipped my mind.
A Mr. Hook, president of the
American Rolling Mills, and chairman for the National Association
of Manufacturers, started the discussion, by trying to give the unions the works, namely that the
sit-down strikes were nothing
more than kidnapping the employers business, and that the
NLRB acted more or less like policemen for the workers by letting them draw non-union men
Into unions, and disrupting factories.
That the Act caused more labor
trouble and strikes than before the
Act was in force. At this point he
was interrupted and told that of
all the blood that was shed and of
all the lives lost there were never
any casualties among the employers. The employers had always used
armed guards and finks to fight the
unarmed workers, in short, it was
the employers who started the trouble.
There was quite a bit of chew
the rag about different strikes
and labor troubles, always centering around the fact that under
a union or organization the lonely worker was able to fight and
get a decent wage and contract.
This according to the manufacturers Is wrong.
What I thought was the most important thing said in the whole hour
of discussion was this: The
strength of dictators in Europe was
gained by suppressing the trade
unions of those countries, and this
was really what caused Senator
Wagner to introduce his bill, which
would protect American Unions and
Democracy.
The Wegner Act is a means by
which Democracy can be retained
in America, and more freedom given to the workers; new liberations
of unions caused more freedom of
the press and free speech.
The Act caused new agreements
to be made giving the worker peace
and self respect. Through the unions the worker has been schooled
in government and social environments, and has more confidence and
respect in his government than before.
One of the manufacturers stated
that the Act should be amended to
outlaw strikes. Mr. Madden answered, that that was the most reactionary piece of advice ever suggested ... to take away from labor
the democratic right to strike.
Another member of the manufacturers raised the question of coercion, stating that the union should
not be able to coerce the non-union
man and the NLRB should watch
this. Mr. Madden said, sure, clamp
down on the union but let the employer coerce all he Wants? This
would nullify the whole Act.
He closed with this statement: A
case was never made out to cause
labor to be curbed by legislation,
but emuloyers have caused legislation to curb them because it came
to be a national problem, and quoted from some professor (another
name that slipped): "In the endless conflict of Democracy and Dictatorship—the NLRB is between
Dictatorship and Democracy."
Harrison, 712,
ILWU, 1-6.

FORWARD TO A
NATIONAL MARITIME
FEDERATION

MARITIME FEDERATION
WOMEN'S AUXILIARY
NO. 2, EAST BAY.
Meetings twice a month. First
Monday, 2 p. m.; 3rd Monday, 8
p. m. at Carpenters' Hall, 76312th Street, Oakland.
Mrs. P. J. Aquiline, President.
Mrs. J. Harp, Vice-President.
Mrs. H. W. Cook, Sec. Pro-Tern,
Mrs. Lillie M a e Sanders,
Treasurer.
o

Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Crockett
Meeting-1st and 3rd Tuesday
of every month.
4>

Political Unity Maintains
Economic Gains.

*
I

ed.
In Seattle (if you are entitled to
anything under the Act) you first
make application under the State
of Washington. Then you are referred to the Alaska Division. All
payments are supposed to be made
from Juneau to all those who have
worked in Alaska.
I have been through the hoop in
making application for myself and
everything is fouled in red tape. No
one seems to be an authority on
the actual status of the workmen
from the Alaska canneries. This
much I've found out. The State of
Washington has no record of receiving funds from the cannery operators. The cannery operators are
established here, hire the men here,
but possibly pay in Alaska. So much
for the State of Washington.
Under the Alaskan law, I am told,
one can't make application for benefits until April 1st of 1939 or any

Something to correct these conditions can and should be done.
I suggest:
First: Have a good legal autho .
ity look into all these Social Security laws and ascertain just how
they apply to the Marine Unionists.
second: The new agreements for
next season when drawn up ea
cover. this question upon the recommendations of the lawyers. Thi
would make it possible for the machinists, fishermen, cannery work
ers, seamen, etc., who work ashore
to benefit by the existing laws.
Third: We, through the Maritime
Federation, could get to work novr
and see if it is at all possible ta
get any benefits that may be had
for our men for their-last season'work.
I remain,
George E. Flood,
MFOW&W 962.

Editor:
Perseverance is a wonderful virtue, how well Guiseppi has proven
this is his ability to stooge for the
BOSS. Personally I'm of the opinion that he should be rewarded
with a hand -painted (Tea-Kettle)
for it is hard to find such faithful
stooges.
Guiseppi you must be falling
down on the job. Look at your
partners, Crouch and his good man
Friday Tassin, they have bloomed
out as proprietors of a Pub on Conti
Street, New Orleans, to educate
their mis-guided brethren of the
SIU down the liquid route of emancipation.
Perhaps the boss can find some
strategical position to fit you into,
though of course that will take a
bit of time. Now if you were to
Al (Capone)
with
correspond
Crouch you might be enlightened
to a more progressive mode of being a yes-man, for after all Vesuvius
they are more advanced in the art
of,stooging.
They do say that Galveston has
proven itself to the BOSS. Didn't
your hear the loud brays of ALLAH
to Harry, he is our "Leader."
Duschane tried to bray up on
West Street a few nights ago and
fell among thieves who stripped
him of his monies.
The only lesson you need to learn
Guiseppi "Old Deah" is to bray and
then the boss will recognize your
faithfulness.
They tell me you was practicing
around the SUP hall in "Frisco"
and some rude person strongly objected in a direct manner. Tsk, Tsk,
Josephine ,be more careful.
GEO. MILLER,
Book 2259, Deck-SUP,
Hope he isn't taking it too hard.
Well, they say, ask and you shall
receive It threefold.
.Attend Your Union Meetings,

SCHMIDT ILL
IN HOSPITAL
SAN FRANCISCO —Henry Schmidt, past prevident of ILWU 1-10,
convelescirig. from an operation.
The injury, according to Schmidt
was caused, not by handling cases
before the Labor Relations Board,
but was caused from an old injury
acquired down at the old Admiral
Dock when "Big Load" Thompson
and "Little" Julius were working
the Admiral Halstefl.
Schmidt is doing nicely, and if
nothing unforseen happens, he will
be getting home in a week.

CROCKETT
M•

S. ROSE'S

1

U AND I

Tom Mooney today sent the fol
Dilowing wire to John BrophY,
Industrial
rector of the Congress of
Organizations and Powers Hapgood,
Workpresident of the United Shoe
C.•
D.
Washington,
America,
of
ers
"Resurrection by anti-labor Maine
industrialists of ancient statut.
with which to railroad union leaders to prison has as its purpose th
destruction of the labor movement
In the state of Maine.
"This time It has been used
against United Shoe Workers but
if these Tory Industrialists succeed in this frameup, they will
use this law to wipe out the en.
tire labor movement in Maine.
Labor must rise up on its hind
legs and protest and fight this
vicious law and its corrupt use.
I will do all In my power to help
In this case and call upon every
branch of the labor movement to

Buffet and Restaurant

1

733.735 Loring Ave.

Crockett
:4

100.1114104.

Nine members of the United Shoe
Workers are now in prison, and
five more face imprisonment in
connection with a recent, strike i
the shoe factories in Maine. An
ancient statute was resurrecte
and conspiracy charges were d ee
vised upon which to imprison thes
union men,
Labor considers this a raw frame
up, and a militant fight is being
waged to free these union leaders.

AFL Man Backs
CIO Man's
Appointment
SAN FRANCISCO—John F. ShelIcy, President of the Central Labor
Council (AFL) in this city this
week was No. 1 man for labor unitYolirnattm
tle
ttn
igt oifn atle
r Se
Siennaant feer
Gerthe appointment
main Bulcke, president of the 1011g
shot-omen, as S. F. Harbor Commissioner, he this week reaffirnle
his stand in a letter to Z. R. Brown,
secretary Maritime Federation 0
the Pacific, District Council No, 2'
"I went on record a week ago 14t
the regular meeting of the San
Francisco Central Labor Council RS
being in favor of these aelieint
ments," his letter read.
"I assure your that I will do lh
can to see that they are confirmed."
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union brothers."

Buy Union-Made Goods.

UNION SERVICE 1
951 - 7th St., Oakland
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Phone TEmplbar 2792
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BAIL BONDS
Furnished Day and Night
Oakland Bondsman for ILWU 1-6
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518 Fifteenth Street
OAKLAND
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Since 1900
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MURPHY'S
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The Fish Point Cafe
Will Furnish You Meals.
You'll Also Enjoy—Beer & Wine
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rally in this struggle.
"My warmest fraternal greetings
and salutations to our imprisone
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flow"

Protests New
Frame of
Laborites

OAKLAND
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wor.

Tom Mooney

Guiseppi
"Perseverance"
Vol-1-er°

Attend Your Union Meetings.
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Point San Pablo
Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Oakland
Meeting—lst and 3rd Thurs
lay of every month.
0

subsequent year. This Alaskan lav
fixes everything so you apply whet
it's time to go back to work, the,
they don't have to make any payments!
Also, under the Alaskan law, the
canneries are considered seasonal,
and if you have worked there yoza
can't apply. This same provision
also applies to fishing and place .
mining. Take those three industries
off the list in Alaska and the''
aren't very many workers left who
could qualify for any benefits at

EAST BAY ADS

East Bay Meetings
00-

Dear Editor:
I would like to use this column
to air some of my views on the unpayemployment compensation
ments that are soon to be made.
It is generally understood that not
many of the membership of the
Maritime Federation will benefit by
these payments due primarily to
the wording of the Act and the seasonal conditions of our labor. But
for those who could benefit we find
a lot of "jokers" in the Act that
will have to be overcome or amend-

TVES

Jensen's Buffet

9TH & BROADWAY

1539 LINCOLN
Alameda, Calif.

Oakland
100% UNION—THAT'S ALL

Thursday, February 2, 1939
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The Maritime Labor Board, perhaps the only government body favorably disposed towards maritime labor,
::ecently gave the Federation some very .sound advice. This
advice was a request that all maritime unions keep a cornelete record of every grievance and dispute they have with
their employers.
Longshormen Are Backed By
For example: The district officials of the ILWU have
Federation Stop Employer
consistently urged all locals of the ILWU to keep an acChiseling On Contract
-zurate file on all grievances with their employers as a
By HOWARD BODINE
means of disputing the voluminous data employers produce
Council No. 3, Maritime Federation
District
of
-'n an attempt to prove violations of contracts by longshore- President
PORTLAND—On
Tuesday,
January 17, 1939, the S. S.
men every time negotiations are being conducted or arbiSaparoea came into the Portland harbor loaded in the
- rations are underway.
It must be pointed out that a complete record of these usual manner with general cargo in two of the hatches
disagreements from the union's standpoint would form a and large shipments of "gunnies" in three hatches. The
valuable analysis of the causes behind work stoppages, walking boss for the Jones & Son Stevedoring Co. ordered
*employers' discriminations against union men, employers' two of the men in the "gunny" hatches to go out on the
violation of contracts and also help point the way towards dock and help the dock crews to dispose of the bales; leavclarifying the many abuses now prevailent in our labor ing only four men in the hatch to carry on the work that
has always required six or more.
elations.
The employers, aided and abetted by the agency and EMPLOYERS BEGIN
consider nothing until we agreed
,the Maritime Commission, are constantly striving to de- "JOB ACTION"
We have heard rumors around to go back on the ship and work
prive. us of all our economic gains through repressive legis- the front that this company is tryin any manner that they might
ation, including attempts to force compulsory arbitration ing to institute its type of job ac- choose to order. Local 1-8 Relation against our men, but on this Lions Committee took the position
on our unions.
occasion
our men demanded that that they could not order the
So far, we have failed to keep a factual record containmen
ing an accurate picture of the numerous employers' viola- the bosses live up to the contract to disregard the contract and reand continue this job under the
• tions of our agreements. This data is absolutely necessary prevailing practice in the port; turn even temporarily to the job
and break both the
and
'f we are to off-set these vicious drives of the employers. namely, at least six men in the the past practice of agreement
the port.
'he value of this work will be doubly appreciated during hold at all times.
WANTED ARBITRATION
The employer demanded that
the coming negotiations with the shipowners.
The employers demanded immeThe Maritime Federation of the Pacific urgently re- the men work under and accord- diate arbitration and informed the
ing to the demands of the corn- union men at 1:15 p. in. that
they
quests all organizations to act on this problem immediately. pany.
expected to

AGREMENT VIOLATIONS,
4-tired

O

0

thebypast
s
work
the
yearll
inted
stoppagecrea
supposedlya
men; the filthy manner in which
we used job-action to attempt to
PORTLAND — The Marine
gain conditions that were unwarCooks and Stewards local here
ranted under the contract and cerhave moved to 210 Governor
tainly couldn't be reached through
PORTLAND—Returning from the mediately on the question of afBuilding.
legal negotiations.
Pacific Coast Fishermen's Union filiation with District Council No. 3.
A cordial invitation is being
HE LIES
convention just concluded in Tillaforwarded to all delegates and
More and more fishermtn unions
Out of this broad description he mook, Oregon, Jack Mowry and are
members of District Council No.
joining with the Federation for
finally got down to the specific John Brost reported to District
3 of the Maritime Federation to
the protection it affords in dealing
case at hand and claimed that the Council No. 3 of the Maritime Fed- with
come and visit the new heademployer's.
Portland longshoremen, after hav- eration that the PCFU adopted a
quarters
of the MC&S.
The
delegates also reported to
ing worked "gunnies" for four- resolution calling for a coastwise
the
district
council
that
it
is
now
years with only four men in a hold affiliation to the Maritime FederaLundeberg's machine policy to iswere now once again using job- tion of the Pacific.
sue
an international charter for
action to force the employer to
The convention also adopted a fishermen in every port in the U.S.
place more men on the operation referendum on Whether or not to
"We believe," the delegates rethan were necessary to the inter- Lake a vote on affiliation at the
ests of the stevedore's business or present time. If the referendum ported, "that this will have the
effect of losing what union protecto the safety of the men.
carries, the PCFU will vote on
tion against the operators and the
EMPLOYERS' SIDE
AFL, CIO affiliation or remaining
PORTLAND—More than a thoupackers they now have, and will
He stated that it was the prac- I ndependent.
sand post cards were mailed to
men
six
have
to
port
the
of
tice
The Columbia River Fishermen's put the fishermen back to where Washington,
D. C., by friends of
uncover the hatch and start the Protective Union is to ballot WI- they were 20 years
ago."
District Council No. 3 of the Maridischarging operation. Then, if the
time Federation of the Pacific in
dock became congested the emprotest against the prosecution of
ployer had always taken the two
John
Fougerouse, MC&S Portland
gang.
men out to assist the dock
agent, by immigration authorities.
The worthy counsel then asked the
PORTLAND—The Maritime FedFougerouse is up for deportation
union men to state their position.
eration District Council No. 3 is by Roy Norene, immigration offiOur spokesman pointed out to
cooperating with the Oregon Work- cial who is behind much of the
the arbiter that the union was not
SALEM, Ore., Jan. 26.—The sec- ers Alliance who are joining in the talk of
deporting Harry Bridges,
ready to face the legal construc- retary of the mysterious "Oregon
national fight against cuts on the
tion given the case by an attorney Business Council," which put up
WPA.
and they asked for a delay to allow the money to fool voters into passThe council last week sent rephave the arbiter in at, time to contact the executive board
ing the anti-labor law, must talk resentatives to a conference to
"WORK, OR BE FIRED"
2:30 the same afternoon.
of the union with a request of per- Saturday.
work out Work and Security legisIn this case our men, the two
Apparently the employers took mission to employ legal advice and
Circuit Judge L. H. McMahan lation in cooperation with the allimen in question in each hatch, this position; they realized
that also time to contact important witsigned a court order requiring Wil- ance.
stated that they were hired to this was the first meeting of
the nesses who could prove the actual
liam Knight, secretary of the outwork the ship, as they were, and joint committee with the
newly- past practice in the port.
fit, to take a deposition in connecif the employer wanted dock men elected union representatives.
Lo- EXTENSION GRANTED
tion with the suit filed by D. E.
these boys would remain in the cal 1-8's officials had just been
inThe arbiter decided the reNickerson, executive secretary of
hatch, and men from the dock stalled within the previous
week. quest was reasonable and grantPORTLAND—R. R. Smith will
the AFL State Federation of Labor.
board could be ordered. Of course GIVE RUSH ACT
ed an extension to 10 o'clock
head the International Longshorethe lordly employer could not alto
Knight
directed
order
The
BILLS FAVORABLE TO SEAMEN
The employers were attempt.
Thursday morning. He stated the
low our contracts or past practice ing to rush this new
bring all records of the "Business men and Warehousemen's Union,
committee
union would be expected to have
Congressman Monrad Wallgren of the State of Washington, has in- to stand in his way, so he, as alCouncil" on its campaign to put the Local 1-8, for the coming year as
and hoped to confuse the relatheir counsel and witnesses fully
troduced for us the Bills H. S. 2544 and 2545. These are similar to the ways, told the three gangs to
over. Nickerson's suit is in- president.
law
"do tively inexperienced newly electprepared at that time. So the
ills introduced on the same subjects at the last session of Congress, the work as I say or check
Other officials just elected by the
out!" ed committeemen into serious
tended
to force the outfit to dis!
it=
executive board after hearing the
but upon which we were unable to get hearings called.
are: Ernie Baker, vice presilocal
At
'
s,
MEN FIRED
blunders that would put the union
case to this point granted close the real sources of the $34,000
entire
;29-.
dent; Frank Brost, secretary-treasH. II. 2544 would amend maritime law in regard to the status of
By demanding that our men
in an embarrassing position. Our
our committee permission to em- it spent before the November 8 urer; Henry Luch, business agent; CIO West Coast director.
seamen on wrecked or lost vessels. Under the present law, the moment either break their contract or be
men did the wisest thing posploy counsel and obtain wit- election.
George Kell, secretary of District
I. vessel becomes shipwrecked, the officers of the vessel have the au- fired, the bosses forced the gangs
Andy Schoop, dispatcher; M. J.
sible undler the circumstances;
i.1
sse:
eo
ns
Council No. 2 and also of the FouEddy,
earnings
thority to notify the seamen that they are no longer on any Payrolls, to accept the lesser of two evils
man,
and
Toby
they
immediately surrounded
Mr. James Landey, formerly
gerouse Defense Committee, said
Buy Union-Made Goods.
Christensen, marshal.
and that they are therefore not entitled to receive any further wages and they were fired and left the
themselves with former officials of the Pacific Coast Labor Bureau,
that the post cards are being mailed
for any services performed. The wreck of the S. S.
manner
the
ship.
In
this
employof the organization who had the
PRESIDENT
a man well acquainted with longto James L. Houghteling, Pederttl
HOOVER was a good example of the way this law works.
ers have again created a work
necessary experience to combat shore contracts and negotiations,
Commissioner of Immigration at
Congressman Wallgren's Bill on this subject would amend this law
stoppage on the Pacific Coast
these employer tactics.
was engaged for ILWU 1-8.
Washington,
D. C., asking for an
eo that the seamen on such wrecked vessels would not enly be returned
and it Is their job to attempt to ARBITER SITS
EcTkS
MtE10SoH,cElo
TIA
investigation of Norene and de40 their home port as passengers, but in
show
that
the
union
men are reAt 2:30 on January 17 our cornaddition to this they would
Thursday morning,
manding immediate end to the decontinue to receive their wages for all periods of time until they had sponsible. This shifting of respon- mitteemen informed the employer's
the employer's' attorney placed Mr.
portation proceedings being carried
..een returned to their home port.
sibility is an old game to the that they would be prepared the
I3eckett of the Jones Stevedoring
on by Norene.
waterfront employers and they next morning to start a case of
THIS CONSTRUCTIVE MEASURE SHOULD BE SUPPORTED BY
testified that the use of four men
Norene has refused to allow pubplay it well. The contract calls proving the past practice in the
LL MARITIME UNION AND LABOR ORGANIZATIONS,
Co. before the arbiter. Mr. Beckett
SO THAT
lic
hearings for Fougerouse and last
By CAPT. B. S. WORTLE
for an attempt at settlement on Port of Portland. At 10 a. m. the
THE EVILS OF THE PRESENT LAW CAN BE
in the hold was a practice of his
REMEDIED.
week set over the case for "lack of
any dispute to be worked out be. next day they walked into the em- company for at least four years.
"Union recognition ... has long on charges of beating up a scab evidence" until February
The 13111 H. R. 2545, introduced by Congressman
7.
Vallgren, would tween the
eMployers and union ployer's office and were met by He also produced time sheets for been granted liberally by San Fran- with a hammer, a baseball bat and
amend Public Law 808, 74th Congress, so that all
vessels of 100 gross
officials,
the newly appointed district a.rbi- 23 shifts on the "gunny" operations cisco employers," says Almon E. an auto crank. •
ons or upward would be required to have 75 per cent able
seamen in EMPLOYERS CRY
ter, Mr. Samuel Weinstein, and an that supposedly showed that two Roth, president of the newly estabtheir unlicensed crews. The present law only requires 65
It's a lie. No Kress employee
per cent of
No settlement was possible in imposing array of employer offi- of the six men had been sent out lished S. F. Employers' Council.
he deck crews be able seamen.
ever earned enough to own such
this conference because the em- dais and their highly paid legal on the dock. He stated that these
Yeah, like a duck hunter recog- tools.
This Bill also provides that on such vessels 100 per cent of
the
ployers spent all the time crying advisor.
nizes
a duck.
the
out
by
made
were
sheets
time
crews In every department be able to understand any orders given
that our fellows were attempting TIRADE BEGINS
gang foreman and corrected by the
by the officers of the vessels. This Is only to apply in the •case of
YE DIARY
to force negotiations while the
The attorney of the employer's, walking boss. The second and third
Collective bargaining "is nothing
United States merchant vessels. The present law only require& that
January 28—Thys day
Saturday,
bosses were under duress; that Mr. Krause, immediately launched sheet, which bore the signatures of but a
pressure game and the only
75 per cent of the crew of an American merchant vessel be able to
day journeying by postechaise to
they were losing thousands of dol- into a long tirade on the sins of two different gang foremen and way the
game can be played is to
understand any orders given by the officers.
re City of Angels. Halting at
lars in the tie-up and they would the longshoremen; the four hun(Continued on Page 7)
have each side effectively organnoon-day In ye mountains for a
This Bill also proposes to clarify the status of able seamen as difized," according to Roth.
repast we encountered a young
ferentiating between seamen sailing on the high seas and seamen sailing
But before they'll play, the emFellowe going unmounted toward
)n the Great Lakes, bays, etc. In this respect the Bill calls for three
Ben Weinstein
Sam Hammel
ployers first want to fix the refBakersfield. Poverty was write
before
service
an
*years'
A. B. ticket can be obtained to sail on the high
erees, cheer leaders and radio anso large and deepe on hys young
seas. It would also require 18 months' service on any waters before an
nouncers, and pay the head lineface we dared the uncivility (In
Shell—Gasco Gasoline
'A. B. ticket could be obtained for sailing on the Great Lakes or other
man to use a rubber yardage chain.
Shell Lubrication - Shell Oil
these partes) to ask hym to break
inland waters.
* * *
8th & W. Burnside St., BR. 1949
bread with us. Hye was a youth
Another provision states that graduates of school ships regulated
14th 41. N. W. Couch St., BR.0947
They won't play in any game that of scarce sixteen summers, an
by the Department of Commerce shall be considered able seamen proConference
Rules,
Wagner
uses
the
with
master
orphan
neither
nor
siding they can comply with the provisions, and pass the examination
either.
trade.
required of other seamen not coming in this class. This will prevent
Attorneys - Sailors' Union of
* * *
Hye seemed to know nothing
the Pacific, Portland
•sichool shipmen from being rated able seamen when they do not have
Their club is so crooked they
of unions nor such, so we gave
sufficient knowledge to qualify as such. It will be noted that this Bill
wear their aluminum protectors
hym counsel concerning labour
iliminates completely the "blue ticket A. B." as no provision is made here
when they go to the showers to
organisations and ye National
anywhere for the obtaining of any type of A. B. ticket after one year's
1003 CORBETT BLDG.
When will the newest kind of Minister of Foreign Affairs, showYouthe Administration at Bakerservice.
One of the most grimly amusing keep from fouling each other.
5th and Morrison
* $ *
field. T'was a sorry sight to witFascist penetration come to Amer- lug how Sweden feels about this Bights of contemporary journalism
It is further provided that the rating of "deck boy" be eliminated
subtle attempt to impose Nazi labor was offered to the eyes of all who
A few addle-pated congressmen ness suche a fine youth, footlea?
so that all members of the Deck Division of vessels below the rating
law on foreign countries:
would look this week in the San are promoting an appeasement plan sore, wearie and nigh penniless,
To determine how far they can
of A. B. shall be considered "ordinary seamen."
"A warning must be uttered. I Francisco News, a Scripps-Howard to combine the La Follette Civil travelling on foots toward BakThis Bill further provides that six months' service. in the rating of go in different countries the Nazis
have learned that it has been in- newspaper, which ,carried the fol- Liberties Committee with the Dies ersfield, perchance to be greeted
Coal passer or wiper be necessary before any member of the Engine require foreign firms doing busi•
there with naught but hunger and
Committee.
timated to Swedish firms by Ger- lowing headline:
epartment be rated as fireman. Also that in order for a fireman to ness with Germany to
discharge man business connections that it
That's like asking a watch-dog mayhap gaol.
JAPAN"
ITALY,
"HITLER BACKS
iJecome an oiler, water-tender, deck engineer or other similar rating, he their "non-Aryan" workers. Many
is not expedient to employ "nonMethinks labour must shoulder
to breed with a skunk.
be required to have one year's service at the rating of a fireman.
One stands aghast at such fear* * 0
American firms which do business Aryan" personnel.
the responsibility, and sonn, for
Meets 2nd and 4th Filday
lessness—such breath-taking awarewith Germany keep their trade conAnother provision would eliminate the certification of radio opAnd even an honest, rank and
such lonely travellers, else they
"Nor is that all. Swedish subpress—in
the
of
ness on the part
nections secret for fear of the defierators by the Department of Commerce, and would place them in
become either wreckage—God
file skunk would object to being
sidiaries of German concerns have
this Year of Our Lord 1939!
nite anti-Nazi feeling in the United
wot there be plenty now!—or
teamed up with Mr. Dies.
the same category as licensed officers. This is done for the reason
S. E. 6th and Alder
received inquiries whether their
a a a
States.. Still, there are cases of
Half the world is flowing with
fall prey to suche scoundrels as
that the radio operators are already required to be certified by the
—Office-employes and shareholders are
the blood of Fascism's innocent vicdiscrimination here against "nonFederal Communications Commission.
Kress department store strikers Friar Coughlin and the Fascist
"Aryan." These have not been
710 S. E. Grand Ave.
Aryans" by such firms.
tims.
are being tried in San Francisco Ford.
Phone East 4389
confined to subsidiaries regarded
A further provision in this Bill would amend maritime law so that
3
dead
long
been
has
Democracy
as
or
service
One
Nazi, who could be called
efficiency would only be subject to suspenGerman in Germany, but ad.11 certificates of
III
In Germany, Italy. and Japan.
dressed also to Swedish parent
sion or revocation upon proof of incompetence and the endangering of a business man because he sells
"Rome-Berlin-Tokio
is
axis"
The
concerns of German undertaking.
ife or property on ship board. This section is put in so that the Marine entertainment here, recently felt
Marine Firemen, Oilers, Water.
Casualty Investigation Boards cannot revoke or suspend a seaman's the heel of Hitler because he had
"This goes beyond the bounds of a military phi-use known to any
tenders & Wipers' Assn,
boy.
school
Jewish connections in this coun- permissability.
well-informed
'cense for union activity.
We have here an
Gus Oldenburg, Agent—ThursA further section would create a Board of three persons which would try. The gentleman in question objectionable economic intelligence
There was also Ethopia, Hungary,
day at 7 p. m., 111 W. Burnside
handle all cases relating to the revocation or suspension of seamen's was Max Schmeling, the prize- service and an obvious attempt
St., Tel. Beacon 4336, Portland,
Czecho-Slovakia.
to
Ore.
Sertificates. This Board would meet within 20 days after charges were fighter, who not so long ago was introduce German
Where in the name of Horace
laws in a neightiled against a seaman, and then the Board would have to arrive at a flattened by Joe Louis.
boring country.
been
Howard
Roy
Greeley has
'ecision within another ten days; therefore, any cases involving revocakeeping himself lately?
itil
erre we
His manager In this country is repulsing such overturesa
fr°r
certificates
would be settled within thirty days.
-01t52.29
tion or suspension of
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
to the support of public opinJoe Jacobs, long known to the fight
Howard made his own newspaper
Association of the Pacific.
n and
an d h
Thls Bill recommends that such a Board be composed of one
racket as a very astute promoter. Ion
to assistance reputation by breaking a confidence
We have a fight on our hands, bleeding in the employers' corJohn J. Fougerouse, Agent, 220
from
representative of the Department of Commerce, an official elected
the
Gavoevearnrniigent
h t.
Jacobs is "non-Aryan."
and "scooping" every other World A fight just as vital to our wel- ner. No doubt they'll try to reS. W. Pine street, Portland, Ore.
by the branch of the Maritime Union in that port in which the charge
"I must make a strong and ur- War correspondent on the signing fare and self-respect as men as vive him for the next big state
Schmeling, after his last visit to
was filed, and a reputable citizen of the community mutually agreed
championship fight . . maybe
that of '37.
the United States, was called in by gent appeal to all Swedish under. of the Armistice.
upon by the other two members of the Board. We feel that with
the Nazi Gestapo and told to keep takings to do their part in enIt's a little different in character, try him out on some small town
Now, in a war-torn world, we
‘• such a Board functioning, an impartial and fair trial could be held
material first. Mooney Is on the
his dealings with Jacobs tit a mini- forcing respect of the principle f ind Mr. Howard's newspapers— a little harder to put your finger
that would give the seaman involved a fair chance, which we do not
that in this country Swedish laws
mum.
good three years after such on. In '34 the shipowners fought bricks .. when he isn't on the
a
have at present under the existing set-up.
and no other are valid. Forwardpicket line. They said it couldn't
events have begun to take shape us in the open, We know how to
From the SVENSKA DAGBLAness may not be answered with
be done. But there he Is ... in
A final provision in this Bill would exempt undecked fishing vessels, DET for December 9, 1939, is
—discovering that Hitler will fight that way. We proved it,
BEER - WINE • CARDS • POOL
the
7haling vessels or yachts.
.
Now we have to learn to fight person.
back Japan and Italy!
following quotation by the Swedish supininess"
ON THE STRAND
AMONG THE FOREGOING ARE MANY ITEMS WHICH WE FEEL
Olson, the governor who freed
American workers have good reaPerhaps he "scooped" some of the the new way. That doesn't mean
son
St. Helens, Oregon
to wonder whether this subtle other American newspapers at that. we are going to forget the old Mooney is lying sick in Sacramento.
„JEED CLARIFICATION, AS PUBLIC LAW 808, 74th CONGRESS, HAS
"non-Aryan" campaign will reach
...........1.04111111004.00.4101.0.1111111,01111111..111111.0.1111.041.1......
:
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Reactionaries,
•olOT PROVED TO BE SATISFACTORY; AND WE THEREFORE
quick
availall
to
use
The story is told only to illus- socko and take 'em away method.
full force in the United States. trate how
VOULD REQUEST THAT EVERY EFFORT BE MADE BY ALL MARIable
opportunities,
moved
in
have
Amerthat
up
keep
of
our
just
We'll
sleeve
press"
the "free
Thereare plenty of American em- ica keeps up with the significant for future use. But we've got to on the capital. The heat against
LIME UNIONS AND OTHER LABOR ORGANIZATIONS TO SEE THAT
St.Helens, Oregon,ILWU 1-68
ployers intensely sympathetic to news of the day.
THIS BILL IS CALLED UP FOR HEARINGS. A CAMPAIGN OF
the executives chosen by the peomove on to course No. 2.
62 Government St.
the objectives of Adolf Hitler. There
ple
of
California
• ETITIONS, LETTERS, ETC„ SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO CONfor
to
them
act
Meets 2nd and 4th Mondays
We've already done a little
are thousands who would do anyMOBILE, ALABAMA
GRESSMAN SCHYLER OTIS BLAND,.CHAIRMAN OF THE HOUSE
sparring around in this course. is terrific. I know. I've been there.
Attend Your Union Meetings.
C.
STEWART
C. E. KREMER
Every constructive measure that
"A Friend of the Federation." thing to make or keep a dishonest
Old Marble Top is knocked out
President
Secretary
(Continued on Page 7)
.dollar.
—cold. Proposition No. 1 lies
Buy Union-Made Goods.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Anti-Labor Policy
Maritime Comm. Exposed

LABOR UNITY

WARNING'
SUP Starts Another Raid
On Cannery Tenders—Flops;
But Will Try Again

"PREPAREDNESS PARADE"
By HAL WRIGHT

January 8th, 1939
sentially to investigate maritime
casualties and accidents but which
"Only one thing stands between' us and slavery—that is a
statutes, because of the unfortunate
militant, strong, progressive, united labor movement"—Tom Moolanguage which crept into them,
ney.
made it possible for these investiThe siren sounds on the waterfront;
SEATTLE — The widely Hall, Wednesday, February 1, 1938,
gations to be conducted even though
at 7:30 p. m. IMPORTANT."
And white gulls circle—high and free.
heralded meeting called by While this first move was a failthe charges against the various
"Home is the sailor—home from the sea."
seamen did not arise out of and
P. B. Gill, business agent for ure, nevertheless it is obvious that
Safe is the quarry—ended the hunt;
result in a marine casualty or acthe SUP in Seattle, for the the SUP intends to go through with
cident.
Proud-eyed men in a hollow square—
purpose of issuing a charter it. At the "meeting" Gill announced
FLOUT NLRB
tendermen
all
invited
SUP
Stalwart Workers from ships and docks,
the
that
to trap tendermen in a move
And a further illustration, that
Forming a guard of honor, there,
who have worked at the industry
to split the AFU, was held during the past two years to come
the United States Maritime ComUnder the Ferry Building clocks.
mission's policy was slowly belast Wednesday, January 25. into the SUP but concluded with
ing crystalized to deprive the
However, this first move in the the thinly veiled threat that if the
Comes the hour, and comes the man!
maritime workers employed on
jurisdictional
ambitious program of
Back from his long Gethsemane—
tendermen didn't see their way
board what they are pleased to
raiding on the part of the Lunde- clear to do so, the Sailors' Union
Back with a Program, and a Plan;
government vessels, was
call
its
for
has
which
Pledged to the new Democracy.
berg machine
might find it necessary to take
their flouting of the National Lapurpose the "organization of every- them over.
bor Relations Board's jurisdiction
By William L. Standard
Loud sounds the tramp of those marching feet.
thing that floats," was a dismal
After the meeting he confided
over their ships.
(CIO Maritime Union's National
Clear rings the summons: "Workers, prepare."
flop.
to William Hecker, Seattle business
That the 'United States Maritime
Counsel.)
Fuerher, take warning from Market Street.
agent of the AFU, that a resolution
MOVE FLOPS
Commission's policy as late as
from Last Week)
(Continued
men, and fearless, these—duce, beware!
Free
concurred
been
had
effect
that
to
for
showed
need
the
tendermen
Only about 20
Tom Mooney addresses the Warehousemen's Union on
The charges preferred against January of 1939 had not been clearup for the meeting and Gill an- in by the membership in the Se- unity within the ranks of organized labor. Mooney is now engaged in
the crew of the S. S. California are ly formulated is illustrated by the
nounced that inasmuch as there attle branch and that the SUP making appeals to AFL, CIO and independent union groups for peace
more vicious in their conse- situation in the Southgate Nelson
even
was such a small attendance there "was not bluffing."
between all union brothers. Joe Owens, Recording Secretary of the
in that through the medium Corporation case.
quences
attend
did
who
men
20
The
charter;
the
was no use in issuing
San Francisco Warehousemen; Ray Heide, Oakland Warehousemen,
Losing the final appeal in the
of suspending certifi- COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
threats
of
that there should he two or three were a group of disgruntled ex- and W. Denton are on the platform with Mooney.
and Supreme Courts for
Appellate
ago
referred
I
moments
few
A
deto
made
was
cates, an attempt
(Continued from page I)
hundred at least. So the meeting skippers, the same bunch who have
hearing on the King, Ramsay, Con
the
of
denial
to
the
rights
Board's
to
their
of
seamen
prive
wise negotiations for all of the
was postponed for another week been conniving with Nevi11 to rener case, Miriam Dinkin, secretary
Roosevelt Steamship Company,
overtime pay for work done on their
salmon locals of the UCAPAWA
and is scheduled for February 1 at vive the defunct MM&P No. 16
of the defense committee announc
Inc., application to have that
below.
watch
is already moving with the forma- eci a campaign will be conducted
7:30 p. m. Meanwhile, hand bills charter. They have been meeting
company excluded from the opS.S. CALIFORNIAN
of the National Council of
tion
are being distributed announcing in the back room of Battersby and
within the ranks of organized labor
While the S.S. Californian was eration of the order directing
Fish & Seafood Workers of the for
am follows: "SPECIAL MEETING Smith's saloon in Seattle.
the freeing of the three men.
During
the
held.
be
Balboa,
election
that
an
in
dock
a
moored to
UCAPAWA. That's the spearhead
for the crews of ALASKA CANonly two watches December, pursuant to the
called
King, Ernest G. Ramsay
officers
Earl
Attend Your Union Meetings.
working on behalf of the 7,000
NERY TENDERS in Sailors' Union
Board's order, an election was
Frank J. Conner, members o'
to perform the work of releasing
and
Alscale.
coast
members on a
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Congress, Oregon and Washington and north- the vessel. The two watches were held on board seven of the vesthe MFOWW are now serving a
ready locals are re-affirming their
against
warned
Silcox
Idaho,
ern
ecomany
work
Southgate
the
of
by
sels
operated
fate
the
the
perform
holds
to
which
life sentence in San Quentin of
incufficient
necoatswise
former position for
Nelson Corporation. The unlinomic gains of maritime workers, the destructive practices of lumber and they demanded that the third
murder charges, because of
framed
gotiations fixing the minimum
of strikes. They did not need to as well as all other workers, will operators.
(Continued From Page 5)
censed seamen selected the Nawatch be called out.
leadership to thz
militant
their
condiscale for wages, working
as farmers, have before it a matter of vital
A current annual drain five times
tlonal Maritime Union as its colThe century-old custom of callunions.
water-front
Olson has advocated has met with disguise themselves
ditions, etc. A resolution to that
They explained how de- concern to the brother unionists in. the annual saw timber growth is ing all hands on deck during a
lective bargaining representative
brick-wall opposition in the Senate. either.
"The freeing of Tom Mooney ha•
effect is being approved. The
the
he
meant
worker
for
region,
this
wages
destroying
cent
rapidly
by the overwhelming majority of
mooring operation was being
the woodworking industry as well
"Jack Shelley and I feel like politserved to give impetus to our own
Pathe
of
Federation
Maritime
a decent living for the farmer. as to longshoremen and other dock said.
two hundred twelve (212) in favbroken by the shipowners in or"and via
ical prisoners ourselves down in
cific in Its third annual conven- case," Miss Dinkin Said,
and economics, workers handling wood products.
Little or no effort has been made der to save a few pennies which
or of the National Maritime Unthat place," said Senator Bob Ken- They used facts
feel now that through the efforts
record
on
went
summer
last
tion
American brand. Shipownion and four (4) in favor of the
That is the state of the nation's in the Douglas fir region to perpe- would have to be paid to the
ny, Olson adviser, speaking on the plain
of organized labor we can brin:
to support this move.
to find forests.
tuate forest holdings, or to relate third watch for overtime.
International Seamen's Union,
ring of reaction that keeps the pro- ers had to go to Moscow
certain release for these men."
Throukh the Seafood and Fish
opposing American
For their refusal to perform a with only two hundred thirty-six
Here on the coast where many mill capacities to the power of the
gram voted by the people a legal material for
The committee earnestly reques
Council, headed by Conrad Espe,
citizen Buicke's confirmation to sailors and longshoremen as well land to produce forest growth.
task which was physically impos- (236) seamen eligible to vote.
prisoner.
labor unions and progressive orall
salmon
the Harbor Board by the Call- as firemen and cooks make their
Elinore M. Herrick, Regional Di- representing all Alaska
A few operators have an inclina- sible to carry out, charges of misdonations
When they saw it was ImposUCAPAWA, a re- ganizations to send their
fornia Senate.
living from the hauling and hand- tion to try sustained yield manage- conduct were preferred against rector for the Second Region of workers of the
sible to stop Olson's election, the
fo
freedom
of
campaign
the
for
issued to
Young Dick Olson, the governor's ling of lumber this is a matter of ment, he indicated; but, for the them and the local inspectors or- New York, issued her intermediate quest has already been
reactionaries decided on another
King, Ramsay and Conner to 40
inthe
and
packers
individual
the
most part, the practice has been to dered the suspension of their cer- report on January 8th, 1938, rectactic. They concentrated their son and secretary, went down the bread and butter.
California Street, Room 6.
ommending that the National Mari- dustry for a preliminary discussion
with
tificates.
For when the forests are gone, cut everything.
efforts and dough on electing sen- line one hundred per cent
on:
particularly
to- this part of the industry will be
If private ownership of vast timThese "C" Board investigations time Union be certified as the colators who would defeat his pro- labor. "Look!" he said, waving
Buy Union-Made Goods'
(a) general living accommodawards the crowds, "the galleries gone with it—there is no bread and berland domains is to continue, he were conducted under the Statutes lective bargaining representative
gram.
packed. Why are these people butter to be had from stump cov- said, the owners must conform to which were passed immediately of the Southgate Nelson Corpora- tions, • (b) transportation and
are
They took their dough and their
transportation facilities, (c) of
here? What is the fight about? ered and snag covered hills for the the nation's forest policy. The in- following the Morro Castle and Mo- tion employees.
efforts to the cow country, built up
(To Be Continued Next Week)
health and occupational diseases,
of the people of Cali- woodworkers and there is no bread evitable alternative, he warned, is hawk disasters, statutes passed esmajority
The
nonentities through propaganda and
and (d) question of making adfornia voted for the Governor. They and butter to be had from empty "more control over private forest
JOE McNULTY says:
high-pressure publicity. They took
justments as to safety devices in
in his shrewdness, his in- steamechooners and empty docks lands."
believed
a hunch of business yes-men and
For
change
Ameritecjmological
years
more
300
the
than
of
view
cope
to
ability
his
tellectuality,
EVERYTHING GOOD TO
for the maritime workers.
changed them into senators. They
can forests have been "chopped,
industry as witnessed last
the
in
that face us.
problems
EAT and DRINK at the
the
with
turned their lobbyists and dough
A recent report from Chief Forburned and depleted; instead of beseason. This meeting was slated
They knew his program when they
deon
steady
had
the
already
loose on those they
ester Silox shows
ing cropped they have on the whole
voted for him. He is now trying
WASHINGTON—New contracts,progress and urge extended .organ- on Tuesday, Jan. 31, 1939.
hand up where the vote of one
nuding of the hills by an industry
been exploited and ravished."
worker
a
chose
He
out.
it
to carry
The cannery worker's on this
membership and complete izing drives on both seagoing and
increased
will
immewith
the
itself
nullify
phoney senator can
which concerns
Every maritime worker should
Harbor Board. Industry and
the
for
inland vessels.
scale are not by all means alone in
of seven hundred thousand decent
diate profits only. These industrial
with affiliation to the
satisfaction
watch carefully, observing what acagriculture are represented there.
One of the principal struggles the early start. Through the call
citizens.
magnates can pull up their ten pegs,
tion Congress takes on this matter. CIO marked the past year's activiYou don't oppose them. Are you
the
of
section
another
the Association, according issued by the M.aritime Federation
to
on
facing
move
democracy
of
kind
That Is the
Our International Woodworkers As- ties of the Marine Engineers Benegoing to deny labor representation,
silthem,
to convention reports, is the fight of the Pacific, all the component.
country—leaving behind
Big Business la trying to force
sociation are going to insist that ficial Assn., as reported at the andeny those who Work their share
empty
silent
and
hills
to enforce compliance with the 8- unloas engaged in the canned salempty
ent,
Sacramento.
at
throats
our
down
some steps be taken by Congress nual convention meeting in this
in the government?"
EMBARCADERO
hour day law for marine engineers. mon industry are meeting on Mondocks.
The Bulcke case is only one in
to correct this wanton waste and city.
The galleries applauded. The
day, Jan. 30, with the view of
redelegates
several
Shipowners,
conservation
Failure to take
point. I heard shipowners' repre- chairman rapped for order. Posdestruction of the forests on the
According to the officers' report ported, are using many legal and establishing a 1939 coordinating
sentatives and Associated Farmers sibly he he did not like to hear the measures, Silcox warned, will mean Pacific Coast.
presented to the 34 delegates, 54 semi-legal tricks in the attempt to body. The Alaska Fishermen and
"want and misery for many, an al—bankers in overalls—carry on a voice of the galleries.
Bills will have to be supported new and improved collective barthe United Fishermen—both CIO
evade this law.
family and com- by the Maritime workers in an efthe
against
campaign
red-baiting
Senator Kenny moved to af- ready established
gaining , agreements were secured
or•ganizations—should be given crethe
of
president
John L. Lewis,
waterfront that was an insult to firm all the Harbor Board ap- munity."
fort to preserve this section of their or renewed during the past twelve
Pier 23
dit for having progressively started
CIO, spoke to the delegates the
any man with sense enough to get pointments. No second to his moSome communities, said Silcox, industrial livelihood.
months, and membership gains were
the ball rolling this year. Bruce
extendconvention,
third day of the
Italian Restaurant
himself elected senator—even by tion. Then he moved to confirm like Bend and Lakeview, Ore.,
held despite a period of severe unHannon, secretary of the Federaing the support of the entire memconniving with business.
Bulcke; then Sehlrneyer; thee among many others, already are
employment.
this week came to Seattle to
tion,
bership of the CIO and expressing
1 saw a "farmer" almost in tear,s
Merles. No second to his motion deeply concerned by the depletion
These factors, plus the report by
meet with this group.
at their progress.
satisfaction
confirmaforests,
nearby
Bulcke's
plead against
each time. The committee didn't of saw timber in
Delegate William J. Garrett on the
B. N. Micheisen
Briefly, two important points S re
tion. Strikers had caused him to want to put itself publicly on the which have been for years the prin"Something had to be done for
Pittsburgh CIO convention of last
to be discussed:
done
was
on
Something
wool,
their
pound
for
a
cents
lose two
M &
(Continued from page 1)
spot. Men ashamed of their ac- cipal source of revenue
November, prompted the unanimous these workers.
1. Preliminary discussion on
6000 bags of barley because strikers tions prefer privacy.
citizens.
vote for retention of CIO affilia- —and the results speak for themHarbor Board in San Francisco.
26 Embarcadero
the coming negotiations.
tied up his crop. I heard the packed
A cemetery-like countryside studLetters and resolutions might do
tion that was taken at the MEBA selves.
San Francisco
like
to
would
is
they
say
What
2. Formation of a joint negogalleries roar with laughter when some good in the present case. It ded with ghost towns can be en"America needs the CIO. It needs
convention.
Place
Meeting
for Maritime Men
_
Senator Kenny tore off his mask is certain they won't 'do any harm. visioned within the next few dec- that San Francisco will be a ghost
The delegates, representing lo- the Marine Engineers Beneficial tiations committee.
and exposed him as a hireling of They might make a few fence-sit- ades, according to the ominous pic- city if Bulcke's appointment is rati- cals from the Atlantic, the Pacific, Association. Our country is in dan"The primary concern of the inrrzi
fied. But they can't say that any
the interest who had received $3600 ters jump our way. Personally, 1 ture drawn in Silcox's report.
the Gulf, Great Lakes and Inland ger, because of new forces in the dustry and the workers should
now.
No
ain't
more.
right
cricket
It
for his work against small farmers think a guy who has been elevated
The annual drain of timber from
waterways, beard Samuel J. Ho- world that .,are at work to change above all be the quality of the
in the Garrison bond case. Later to office by capitalist dollars is not the two main forest areas of the wonder there are laments and stir- gan, MEI3A president, report on the relations between nations."
product they packed. In this cona Sacramento citizen told me, "Oh going to be influenced much by Pacific Northwest, the Douglas fir ring calls to action such as this
nection we are somewhat puzzled
from the Shipping Register, the
R. W. SWENDSEN
him? He'd say anything for ten proletarian protests.
belt on the coast, and the Pondeat the .slack attention given to the
bloated shipowners' journal:
B. MICHELSEN
dollars."
The problem is bigger than rosa pine belt in the interior, is
question of sanitation in the bunk"As late as Tuesday there had a
That is the type that filled the that. And it is not confined to much greater than the annual
house and health examinations. The
been no apparent organized prorecord against Bulcke.
California. We've just seen how growth, he said.
KETCHIKAN, Alaska—The Ket- natives and residents, especially,
I saw a united front of labor—
If present cutting practicerk con- test against the proposed labor
are still devoid of certain sanitary
the vote of one senator in WashIndustrial Union Council has
itikan
Brotherhoods, AFL and CIO—anington can knock a million peo- tinue, "old growth fir will be gone preponderance on the new board,
quarters. Occupational disease, long
contract with radio station KGBU
swer every argument the reaclong before new growth is ready in particular the CIO representaple off WPA Jobs.
recognized malady suffered by the
tionaries presented. Senator Jack
or one year. This was gained cannery workers, is totally neglectWe have to go after these babies for manufacture into lumber of suf- tion. Members of the State SenShelley, president of the AFL in their own back yards. We've got ficient high quality to compete suc- ate willing t o act against the
'ter a fight was waged to keep ed," it was pointed out.
• EMBARCADERO,S. F.
Labor Council of San Francisco, to run a three-hundred-and-sixty- cessfully with that which can he nominations look for leadership
le station out of the control of
led the fight for confirmation of five-day a year picket line on them cut, at that time, in other locali- and look in vain.
!e cannery operators who were
Attend Your Union Meetings.
a CIO °Oficial, "This is not an and ask their neighbors to join ties."
tempting to wrest it from pri"It is San Francisco's problem,
attack against Germain Bulcke or us. We've got to carry organization
Silcox pointed to the Great Lakes not theirs, yet many are anxious
lte owners, friendly to labor.
Buy Union-Made Goods.
the longshoremen; it is an attack to the back-woods and cow coun- as an example of timber butchery. to give the necessary support. OpThe time of the broadcast will
at Recreation Center During
against the whole of organized try. We've got to build broader and "If the history of the Lakes states position, however, is not likely to
e for one hour a month between
'36-37 Strike.
Reasonable Rates
labor," he said.
; and 10 p. m., as seen fit by the
NOW AT
firmer the united front of labor and other regions (where forests develop without a fight being . iniConvenient Location
Lou Goldblatt, state secretary of that stood up behind Bulcke in were liquidated by uncontrolled cut- tiated and led by the people with
131 Drumm St.
inion.
San Francisco
Wor, Commercial)
the C10, began his argument for Sacramento. And we've got to tell ting) is any criterion," he said, most at stake, 'lithely, the business
A F'riend In the Maritime Warkerg•
638 Kearny St.
Buicke with, "I am surprised to see the guy who stands up in a meeting "this means most forest industries People of San Francisco."
Pres. Roosevelt Wants Labor
•
S. F.
Bet. Clay & Commercial
workingmen maligned the way they and shouts, "Say, what is this—a now operating in old-growth DougBulcke's appointment is being
Unity—So Do We.
have been here tonight." He stood trade union or a
WONDERFUL BOX
25 Years of Famous Service
political organiza- las fir . . . must quit, or, if there fought, and fought bitterly, by the
a moment there in silence. He is a tion? . . ."
LUNCH INCLUDES
"Wake up, Rip Van is room for them, more elsewhere." shipowners and the Associated Faryoung chap. Perhaps it was hard Winkle. Mooney is free!"
Particularly in the Ponderosa mers and all the other fascists, hut
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for him to believe the tactics of the
RESTAURANT
pine belt, spreading over eastern there is practically no talk of the
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Dirty Dozen would be so brazenly
Ghost.
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ler bloody murder, but they can't.
these labor men—and the cause
Union Shop
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the World's Fair.
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AND HIS
Attend Your Union Meetings.
Buy Union-Made Goods.
MEET THE BOYS AT . . .
(Editor's Note: The following is
one of the most comprehensive reports ever written on the policy and
application of the Merchant Marine
Act of 1936, which established the
U. S. Maritime Commission. This
report was submitted to the CIO
Maritime Committee meeting in
Chicago, Ill., where East and West
Coast maritime unions came together for the first time to lay
down a comprehensive maritime
legislative and organizational program. Everyone in the Maritime
industry should read this report
carefully for it has it seffect on
your wages and working conditions
on this Coast.)
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Unity Between IBU and Fishermen
Stymies Move of Employers To
Gain Exemption for Tugs

AFL RANK AND FILE
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WITH CIO BROTHERS
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Hero In Saving
TOM MOONEY
Man From
Mass Meeting In Long Beach To
Suicide
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Embrace AFL-CIO Unions; Mooney
To Plead for Unity of Labor

By PAUL R. BENSON
SAN PEDRO—An attempted suicide was foiled last Sunday night
By W. S. Lawrence
by the heroic efforts of Brother
—
27.
out
that
Jan.
unity
of
Friday,
labor
SEATTLE,
(District
Council No. 4)
enabled
Monday
SEATTLE—Washington District Council last
Hermann (Dutch) Butow of the San
DeLacey, progressive Council- Washington and California to deLaboring men and women of the Long Beach, WilmingNLRB election was held for six Pedro Division of the Inlandboat(Jan. 23rd), stymied a neat effort on the part of the Hugh
man of Seattle and A. E. Harding, feat the anti-labor initiatives
men's Union. A . patron of the S. S. ton San Pedro area are expected to turn out en masse to
sawmills and tie Schaffer Log)rthwest Towboat Owners' Association to put over a
secretary of District Council No. 1, while in Oregon, where such unity
(CIO) won "Tango," one of Southern Califor- hear Tom Mooney, famed labor prisoner when makes his
IWA
The
camps.
ging
fast one.
was not achieved, the measure
spoke before a group of rank,and
nia's favorite playgrounds, jumped
plea for Unity within the ranks of labor at the Municipal
e topic of passed,
in four sawmills and the logging overboard about 11 p.m.
Several days before a Seattle attorney by the name of file AFL Unionists on
necrasmpwse.rTehfeorctaurnpaetnetearnsdanwdonjoiin
Long Beach, February 8, at 7:30 p. m.
Auditorium,
J. M. Ballard had called a meeting for the purpose of adopt- "Unity."
Further, in California, that same
Dutch, who was off duty at the
Plans for the mass meeting werees
in
growing
sentiment
a
is
There
the
secured
outer
unity
his
of
release
which.
himself
had
its
of Tom
for
purpose the amendment
a resolution
time, stripped
made when some forty-three unions the building trades.
Bellingham and throughout What- Mooney.
two sawmills. The carpenters and clothing and dove in after him. The
0 Draft Convention No. 53 adopted by the International
of the harbor area both AFL and
coin County among members of
This committe to be assisted by
BuBrother
and
They warned that such acts as joiners (AFL) were actively sup- patron struggled
abor Conference at Geneva in 1936. The amendment /Ms Unions for unity in the labor
CIO, elected a committee to make sub-committees from various locals
out.
him
knock
to
forced
was
tow
and
final plans and arrangements for and auxiliaries.
uld make all vessels under 200 tons exempt from carry- movement. This feeling has been Hutcheson's installation of a char- ported by,. the millowners
Another of the crew tossed a life
ter to a dual strike-breaking union
the he
meeting,
usual.
recent
the
by
enhanced
as
bosses,
greatly
It has been decided tat John
ng licensed men.
preserver to the pair to which Dutch
would never bring unity, and urged
The committee chosen are as fol- Gee Clark will be asked to pretreachery of Bill Hutcheson .of the
firing
as
there
and
epresentatives of the Towboat
used
man
drowning
were
the
towed
Such tactics
gathering to repudiate such
lows: Joe Mockwert of the Oil side over the meeting. Selection
Carpenters' Union in installing a the
..% n ers Association, the fishermens
Nealy, secretary of the Northmen for belonging to the CIO, say- waited until a cruising water taxi
by
acts
of
condemnation
the
top
Workers Union, Tom Brown of the of speakers has not been made
up
start
up.
them
unions and pleasure boat owners west Towboat Association, an or- charter for the finks in the Bloedell- AFL
picked
never
and
would
pair
the
found
officialdom and not to regard ing the mills
Local 1-13, William S. Law- except that one speaker from the
ILWU
during
who
Mill
scabbed
Donovan
cutting
. *e invited. The fishermen, who ganization representing about 36
The taxi, one of those regularly rence of Southern
if the men voted IWA and
California Dis- AFL and one from the CIO will
the recent strike of the IWA against it as a ground for difference beare desirous of such exemptions, tug boat companies operating in
works.
WPA
many off the
servicing the S. S. "Tango," was trict Council No. 4
Maritime Fed- be allowed to make brief talks.
reductions.
tween
wage
the
membership
of
the
AFL
'(lily agrreed to sign the resolu- excess of 200 tons.
Our eminent (?) county commis- manned by Brothers Oelke and eration, J. J. Quinn of the Marine
It is expected that the auditorium
Harding
painted
and
CIO
DeLacey
and
unions.
tion, having no idea that the memAssociation
brought
red
The, Towboat Owners
Schulze. The victim was
sioner, let loose with a blast of
Firemen, Harley Walker of the San will be filled to capacity and ar.•s of the IBU, none of whom had had consistently fought, any federal
hospitalthe
was
and
taxi
and
the
IWA
in
the
ashore
against
herrings
Pedro Central Labor Council, Jack rangements are being made for ade'en invited, would object.
legislation which would place diesel
ILWU one week before election ized in Long Beach.
Arnold of the Culinary Alliance, ditional systems installed in order
PROTESTS
I
equipment under federal legislation
Brother Butow, a member of George Bentson of the Long Beach
that would even have made that
that all who attend will have an
gh lin in the District the same as applies to steam yesr was bront
whirling dervish, Martin Dies, very the Executive Committee of the Central Labor Council, Carl Metopportunity to hear Mooney speak.
By LAWRENCE KRATTLEY
predicted by the progressive forces
Council meeting the following night sels, as the owners tire afraid it
Inlandthe
San Pedro Division of
dizzy.
cher of the Long Beach Labor There will be no admission and the
ILWU Publ7city Committee
in the state of Washington, for the
the 1BU d:legates prolested would create a precedent.
boatmen's Union, has been active- Council and J. H. 131ackkburn of
the
of
leaders
the
said
public is invited to attend.
He
1
Diict
ard,
W
Local 32,
past six months. The mass pressure
vociferously. Therefore an execte UNITY OF GROUPS • Ball
ly engaged in union affairs since
and I WA locals were all
ILWU
legisthese
is
around
board meeting was -called tor
arising
that
DeMAnstratIn the meeting with
EvERin"r, Wash.—
its organization, at which time he
communists and red parliamentaJanuary 23 to straighten the met- the union representatives from
ing the growing resentment and 'attires at home, is beginning to
was a member of the first organorders
taking
were
rians and
out. At the board meeting, it the fishing and Inland Boatmen
t
unity against the loading a scrap show results.
izing committee.
Moscow. They used the
s made Clear that the 113U had lad their cards on the tables—
The proposals of the reaction- from
iron and war meterials, was the
got
In view of the fact that last sumand
Germany
in
same tactics
In . been notified nor ,had the sec- they were in perfect accord that recent mass picket. line that was Aries, fascists, governor of the
the Inlandboatmen's Union was
Italy
mer
in
tactics
same
the
Hitler,
ali•-ary of the District. Council,
fishing boats and pleasure boats
placed around a 'dock in Everett, state, Governor Martin, to wipe
with manning the S. S.
charged
Mussolini.
and got
though Ballard claimed to hsve be. exernped—but NOT tug boats. where a Norwegian ship, chartered
off all social security, including
incompetent seamen,
with
"Tango"
' Sten him. The fishermen (lehepaedosImagine the chagrin of Attorney by the Japanese, loaded scrap iron. the placing of those eligible, to
as in
haveSometimes
i mgeost Iid ethink
serve to disprove
may
incident
this
Oared. they had no idea their action Ba I lard then, who had expected The picket line was placed by the come under the old age pension, eieSen
certaintheir
dispel any lingering
SAN PEDRO—The Maritime Fed- 'Commissioners and the City of Los
and
charge
the
the
of
' contrary to the wishes
trouble with the unions, to find Workers' Alliance, church and la- blind pension, and those disabled
in the good old U. S. A.
eration of the Pacific, District Angeles, who have jurisdiction in
doubts.
By and agreed to rescind their them in harmony but found Mr. bor groups.
many
there
who formerly were taken care of
Good work, Brother Dutch Butow. Council No. 4, is backing the In- such matters to correct the proe•r action. There was perfect McNealy adamant, stubbornly regreesst,
'ew
thaenorPtih
e unionsaronsien m
AilF
sivIeVhAFL
When the longshoremen, report- through legislation, the proposed
land Boatmen's Union of the Pa- cedure.
(send between the two groups.
fusing to make any concessions lug for work met the picket line, legislation of the governor, to the C. and J. mill unions can be
cific in their militant attempt to
The council is asking for a ruling
efthe
to
missed
motion was
whatsoever. It was ALL vessels they returned to their hall. The
place these worthy. people upon classed as nothing but "company
see that safety rules are enforced from the Board of Los Angeles
that the fishermen, if they under 200 tons as far as he Was ministers held a special meeting the shoulders of relatives and
workers."
the
of
unions for sellouts
in Los Angeles harbor.
Harbor Commissioners to the efWished, should take separate ac- concerned.
h behind h
"charters"
and gave their full cooperation in friends, is meeting with protests pieIk
nestallliihnegs,eonIivi
A resolution, submitted by the fect that all American vessels or
s to secure such exemptions.
The deadlock was broken only order to inform the United States and resentment throughout our
with millIBU and adopted by the council, 3,000 gross tons and over and all
DELEGATION MEETS
upon adjournment,
and dictatorto
government, their protest against entire state.
i peirrsom
so7
pointed out that for a number of foreign vessels of 2,000 tons and
ns
top.Conditio
. r !..LArSD
the
At the last meeting of .the Ft-asuch practices being performed.
years there has been a growing over be required to engage the asof
a
23,
reslult
Monday night, January
SAN PEDRO—As a
A telegram was drawn by the ternal Order of Eagles, a telegram
In Grays Harbor their officials
tendency on the part of the ship- sistance of a tug while in transit
accomplished
. -legation from the council, inunity
(Betso-called
of
degree
the
was sent to the state legislature are linked with the
on the picket line
owners, both American and for- within the confines of the harbor.
eluding the secretary and several
including Chinese people, and this protesting against the proposed ter Americans) • a semi-vigilante between teamsters and the ILWU eign,
to move ships from dock to
They are also asking that a
proceedI U delegates, proceeded to Balnow
are
and
bosses
negotiations
here,
telegram which called for the im- changes by the pro-Martin forces committee composed of
tug
dock
boats.
without
safety
committee be created ,eon
sevwere
.rd's office. Present
in both our old age pension and their better stooges.
114 rapidly between the checkers
mediate passing by our national
When to tug boats are used on sisting of delegates of all organi
employers.
eral individuals representing the
waterfront
and the
social legislation. The Eagles
government of an embargo on all
these boats there are numerically zations interested, to see that tht
,. asure boats and Mr. A. L. McFor more than a year ILWU 1-63,
war material, shipped to an ag- should be thanked and congratu- introduced by State Senator KeaMore accidents and the danger to safety rules are lived up to and
.
the
with
negotiated
kited upon their fight for the en- ron Reardon.
the checkers,
gressor nation.
the seamen and the boats is much where they are not enforced that
were unable to ReAfter the pickets felt that their actment of old age, and social seThis bill, which closes the trade employers and
greater.
pressure be brought to bear in mak
Howgains.
great
mission was served, and purpose curity. The Aerie also voted to unions to any so-called aliens, or complish any
TheIB
is
on
U
ing
calling
the
them effective.
Harbor
fulfilled, the picket line was with- send a, delegation to attend a social to our brothers who have not be- ever, a stoppage of work occurred
drawn. The employers threatened security conference held in this cr000nate attackn atra
postaol
od
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refu
'
e plcohyeecrksers
hm
te
y out the
wahrern
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to penalize the members who would city. .
eritaidzeenu%ilosnap(
upon t
for distributing work.
Several attempts have been made cedure, and the working class.
not go through the picket line,'but
MERCHANT, MARINE, AND FISHERIES COMMITTEE, REQUESTING
All maritime groups stood solafter our labor relations committee towards taking away the rights and
When we realize that It is up
. ,AT HE HOLD HEARINGS ON THIS MEASURE SO THAT THE
met with the employers committee, democracy in trade unions, and we to the rank and file of demo- idly behind the checkers and the
SAN PEDRO. — The following erate their own radio do not receive
PRESENT EVILS IN THE LAW CAN BE ELIMINATED,
teamsters did all in their power to
should expect an intensified drive
the charges were dropped.
cratic organizations to accept or
0 NEW VESSELS FOR GEODETIC SURVEY
employers
was adopted unanimously It. FCC regulations fully protect
program
the
result
The present coalition of conserv- of the reactionary forces, in at- reject any applicant for member- aid them—as a
the ship radio installation and proH. R. 113—This measure would provide for the construction of atives, reactionaries, Democrats, tempting to
"good
in
negotiating
now
are
140th
the
regular membership
by
legislate more bills, ship and that the problems of
cedure
at present.
t 'o vessels for the Coast and Geodetic Survey Service in Alaskan and the Republicans at the state against our rights.
the
that
expected
is
One of these at- industry is not only the prob- faith" and it
meeting of Local No. 7, ARTA, San
sters.
4. Each Local is requested to
legislature meeting at Olympia, was tempts is a proposed senate bill lems of those born in our coun- checkers will gain their conditions
Pedro, California, on January 26,
RECOMMENDATION: That we support this measure as conadopt the inclosed Resolution placbefore the 30 day truce effected
try, but the problems of all who
• Aructive.
occurred 1939.
stoppage
ing
work
the services and products of
the
when
*
*
*
*
believe in social justice and eco1. Each local and member insti- RMCA (a subsidiary of the RCA)
up.
is
*
*
*
NI.
nomic security.
tute a vigorous campaign for direct on the ACA unfair list and should
That the problems of workers
ANOTHER NEUTRALITY ACT
shipping through ACA Marine Hir- request all other affiliated triions
heard of such an operation. All of
(Continued on Page 5)
is
world
capitalist
IL R. 163—an alleged neutrality act. The bill contains the follow- two different walking bosses, had these witnesses stressed the need throughout the
ing Halls. That is, each local to to adopt similar resolutions.
identical and the solution is only
Insist that shipowners call ACA
hg paragraph:
the penciled word "dock" besides for at least six men in the hatch
work5. Each ACA member and Local
the
of
"Whenever during a war between two or more foreign nations, it the names of two men on each from the safety viewpoint. It was through organization
direct when radio officers are to
is
trade
requested to endorse the above
controlled
ers
democratic
in
By J. D. STEPHENS
,i 11 come to the notice of the Secretary of Labor that any alien is sheet and it was obvious that this brought out that if only four men
be employed, and the men to be
program and to obtain support for
the necessity of
realize
minion
thereof
possession
in
States
any
or
Secretary-Treasurer
United
propathe
in
HirACA
the
engaged
shipped directly from
was not the writing of any of the were in the hold and r. bale fell on
legislation.
it from the Maritime Federation,
sida activities other than the legitimate exercise of free speech four men above mentioned, but in one of them the other three men fighting against such
SAN PEDRO—The annual install- ing Hall. Each local is requested
bill
the NMU and all other CIC unions.
legislative
proposed
Another
seeking
is
to
the
of
the
win
activities
favor
United
Port
States
such
an
rule
a
operathat
adopt
the
to
by
when
and
ation of officers for
the hand of a fifth party. He also would not be able to lift the 1200 is
t one or more of the belligerents or,otherwise to interfere with the
introduced by Senator Maxthat
6. Each ACA Marine Local is re..
Watchmen, Local 137 of Building
testified that it was their prattice pounds off of their brother worker,
county, which calls
quested to obtain maximum support
Position of neutrality of the United States, the Secretary shall h11 to leave the six men in the hatch nor would it be advisable to at- well of King
Employees, affiliated with
Service
a baby Dies
for the above program by giving it
diately order the arrest of said alien and shall as soon as prac- if there was only a small lot of tempt to lift the bale with the for the setting up of
the Maritime FederatIon of the Paor a miniature model of
committee,
t h e widest publicity possible,
itable deport him to the country from which he came."
cific, was held a couple of weeks
the bales to be discharged and that winches.
the original.
through the use of the "Voice." the
would mean that no citizen of Spain or China could come the two men were taken out only
ago.
'
Frank Brost and Howard McThis bill, similar to its daddy, is
"Pilot" and other trade union pub-this country, or who is in this country ask us to aid their country on the larger shipments.
Jacks, president; J. A. Love,
H.
T.
Knight, two union men who had to investigate subversive elements,
lications, and through the distribuand the same would apply to any other country in the world.
vice president; J. D. Stephens, see•
worked partners on "gunnies," at the time the original Dies cornwould
and
the
to
liberal
tion of leaflets, bulletins and other
movement
leave
dangerous
a
reis
This
both testified that they had never mittee was proposed it was brought
material to ACA members.
broad Interpretation that could be applied to any situation that
cording secretary, and Ed Richards,
worked with less than six men forth the approachment of fascism
7. Each ACA Marine Local is re, as desired by a reactionary administration.
all of whom were reguardian,
that as president of the union and
on these jobs. Two time sheets, in the United States, the existence
RECOMMENDATION: THAT WE OPPOSE THIS BILL.
quested to file all possible charges
were installed by J. A. Love,
an outgoing member of the Labor attempting to show that only of 32 camps under the German elected
*
*
*
*
against RMCA with the NLRB and
installing officer.
Relations Committee I had on two four men worked in the hatch on
Blind, and the penetration of state
the Fair Labor Standards AdministhspoRTS BILL OF RIGHTS
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the
by
that these two brothers were
and national institutions
tration.
H. R. 182—This bill introduced by the lone colored Congress
D. Bost, C. M. Jones,
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and
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of the employers rumors from the on, were produced from the batch
nazi and fascist forces, but alas,
Man, Mr. Mitchell, would do away with the "Jim Crow" cars on
T. P. Logan, 0. B. Sims and W.
"front" that Jones' walking bosses of employer's "evidence," and
has
this committee done any of
railroads.
the
Wolker AS members of the ExecuAttend Your Union Meetings.
were attempting to cut down on emphatically denied by Brost and
this investigation? Instead it has
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been used so
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W. S. Lawrence, secretary of Dis- tor is shipped on an RMCA ship,
stitute additional speed-up on the
democratic rights and institutions
All this testimony is on the
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trict Council No. 4 was present at that he reports only to the shipPre" that
waterfront.
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the Dies committee
liminary hearing on how the men
H. R. 200—This measure would penalize foreign towing vessels
peoplethe installation and made a splen- owner and not to RMCA.
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did talk.
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M.C.& S.
Dispatcher's Report

Stewards Walk-Off Secures Quarters Improvements On The
Monterey—Bellboys and Elevator Operators Protest "Rotten"
Conditions; Matson Line Concedes 'More Liveable Quarters'

FISHERMEN
UFU Asks
Exemption
For Small Craft
KETCHIKAN, Alaska—The U
ed Fishermen's Union of the Pacific 12, this week asked that •'‘
Maritime Federation of the Pact ic
concur in a resolution demand r•
exception for vessels under
hundred tons from the provisiogs
of the International Treaty.
The following is a copy of the
—
resolution in which the UFU
asking concurrence.
RESOLUTION ON LICENSE. -.—
MEN FOR BOATS
WHEREAS: Last June the S' —
ate ratified the International Labor
Treaty draft Convention No.

Shipped, 143.
Protests against rotten quar"Mr. E. F. Burke, Secretary,
Those who fail to do this will not
Temporary, 6,
Marine Cooks & Stewards Assn. ters on the Matson ships .have
ship.
the
to
* * *
be allowed to return
been coming in right and left
86 Commercial Street,
NOTE: As this was adopted by the
Registered, 145,
from all four big ships. The MatSan Francisco, California.
that
means
crew of the Matsonia, it
Provisional, 2.
sonia crew threatened to walk
"Dear Sir:
men returning must report to Un- •
off two months ago. They were
telephone
our
confirm
"This
will
aron
Steward
ion Hall and Port
Matson-Oceanic Company's "luxury liner," the Monteable to secure very substantial
the
to
date
this
of
conversation
rival day in San Pedro, and, the
rey, sailed from San Francisco at twelve o'clock noon, effect that a meeting has been ar- improvements, and very much
day before arrival in San FranTuesday, without her bell captain, bellboys or elevator ranged for 10 o'clock Wednesday needed changes in the ventilacisco, reporting for duty not later
SAN FRANCISCO — Funds fox- operators.
morning, February 1, 1939, to dis- tion system on F deck.
than nine (9) a. m.
food for the starving children, vicThe Lurline, in this week, has
the question of crew quarters
cuss
Eighteen Marine Cooks and Steward members refused
Mr. Hustler realizing the confustims of the latest fascist aggresalso
raised protests against lousy
Monterey.
S.
S.
the
on
of
leaves
on for another voyage under the existing rotten
ion resulting from these
sion in Spain, will be raised at a to sign
"As I told you over the tele- F deck quarters, and this question
absences asked what help the union
dance February 11 in Dreamland living conditions and quarters on F deck—no air, no venti- phone, we have been giving this will also be taken up in the meetcould give. After a talk with the
Auditorium.
lation, no port holes.
matter careful study, not only ing requested. by Mr. Gallagher, in and
delegate, Joe Flanagan, it was sugThe remainder of the 300 mem- 9.
Franco, with the aid of Hitler
respect to the bell boys' the letter' above.
with
°utile
ti
gested that much of the
WHEREAS :The Senate Fore•rsa
and Mussolini, has blockaded all bers of the Stewards'Department ed off just before sailing, when quarters, but other 'F' deck guar.
Upon receipt of the above letter,
never h- •
could be avoided if when granting
the ports and thousands upon thou- who had already signed articles, the company flatly refused to agree tens, with the desire in mind of the boys decided to return to the Relations Committee
never coathe leave it was made contingent
and
hearings
public
any
sands of children are being starved remained on the ship, as it was In writing to specific improvements improving the ventilation and Monterey, pending further' devel—
on the above. Letters from Mr. in
parties concerned e
the
suited
the hope that the morale of the pointed out their certificates in quarters and conditions.'
other living conditions, which opments from the meeting with the
that
registered
Hustler have been received to that
were
protests
the
Spanish people will be broken.
would be jeopardized if they re. COMPANY CONCEDES
will make the quarters more hab- company.
effect.
"The treaty should not be ratif
CIO, AFL and independent un- fused to sail the ship. However, IMPROVEMENTS NECESSARY
Eleven left Tuesday night and
itable,
member
3. "In the future any
without all interested parties being
ionists as well as the humanitar- the entire crew was 100 per cent
When the shipowners saw that
"We feel quite satisfied that the the remaining seven will leave on
who accepts promotion thru the
ians in the Bay area with no affilia- behind the bellhops, and the work no members of the MC&S would plan we now have in mind will Wednesday morning early for Wil- heard," and,
Chief Stewards office without first
WHEREAS: Up to the ratification have been working all week ordinarily performed by elevator take the jobs under such condi- be most agreeable to all concerned mington.
having reported to the delegate
tion of the treaty all. papers, t.to gather food and funds for the operators and bellhops, if order. tions. the following concession was and it is our intention, providing
The Marine Cooks & Stewards
and/or the Union Hall will be reand correspondence in -;
ters
hungry children of Spain.
ed done by the Chief Steward. obtained from Hugh Gallagher. op- we can agree on the details, to Association intends to see that
were markquired to leave the ship."
The Fiesta on February 11 at must be paid for at the regular erating manager of the Matson order the material and necessary Mr. Gallagher's "plans" and hands of the Committee
exclud
Explanation: This was made
thus
"confidential,"
ed
Dreamland Auditorium concludes overtime rate, until such time as Navigation Company:
machinery and proceed with the promises are "agreeable to all
necessary by several men violating
any publicity to the general public,
the official "Milk for the Babies the eighteen men sign on the
concerned," and to see that the
work with promptness.
"Matson Navigation Company
our union rules and principles. This
and,
of Spain" week, sponsored by the ship's articles.
promised "material and neces215 Market Street
"Very truly yours,
constitutes shipping off the dock
WHEREAS: There are More than
Medical Bureau to Aid Spanish
sary machinery" are put in with"HUT:4i GALLAGHER.
The eighteen members who reSan Francisco, Calif.
and will not be tolerated by rnem•
thou.sand boats in Alaska
three
Democracy.
I.
out' further delay;
"Operating Manager."
January 31, 1939.
fused to sign on last Friday, walkhers of the Matsonia.
gaged in fishing as their means
.V,
The ship's regular meeting upon
a livelihood affected by said ties
recommendation of the ship's comand,
mittee stripped a member of his
WHEREAS: Tint, are now only
2 years for do/
ship's • seniority of 11
two fishermen on a trolling boat,
ing this twice. In the future those
A meeting at headquarters ob- short in the Stewards' Dept. The
average of five fishermen on a
who violate this rule will be put served one minute of silence in
seine boat, and an average of f missing man's wages and overoff the ship by the ship's commit- honor of our deceased brother Ger- time was divided among the three
fishermen on a halibut boat, and
tee.
in who passed away this week.
WHEREAS: If on or after N
men who did his work. Each man
FRANCISCO. — A visiting vember 1, 1939, these boats a t
SAN
was
The above proposals were all
vessel
when
the
10th
• • *
December
received about $87.00 extra.
S.
S.
SAN FRANCISCO —
given plenty of thought and disoutward bounded, the regular ship brother from the port of Galveston required to carry a licensed ca
a
a
a
On some American-Hawaiian
on
port
in
arrived
Monterey
was granted the floor. of ILWU 1-10 tam, a licensed mate, a licens
cussion and it is the unanimous ships captains are attempting to
A meeting is still being held with Tuesday the 24th with the meeting was called to order by the
the last meeting and he gave out engineer, and a licensed assistant
at
decision of the Matsonia's Stew- have messmen clean the
delegate and there were 265 brothradio the Alaska Steamship Company of—
officials and the U. S. ers and sisters present. At the con- a little dope how Joe Ryan, his engineer, it would paralyze a
Matson
ards' Department that they be shack. However, this has been
ficials regarding repairs and changinfishing
runare
shipowners
the
and
goons,'
Headquarters
to
sent
entire
and
praisthe
adopted
shut down
clusion of the election, the followstopped and things are as they es in quarters. In this case the steamboat inspectors
ning the ILA locals down there for dustry of Alaska and work .ha
for approval.
have been—that is radio shacks MFOW&W and -the SUP are coop- ing the crew for the splendid ing men and sisters had been electWe had our first general check- are not cleaned by the
ship upon thousands and thoufor the stew- the 'benefit of the shipowners.
Stewards' erating with the Stewards in their record they have set during ed as ship's delegate
He stated that in '35 when the sands of Alaska? workers w
up of books 'since the installation Dept.
assistant
The
department.
ard's
beef,
this past voyage.
men were on the bricks for 90 days, depend entirely on the fishing I
of our file card system of dues and
* « *
delegates were as follows:
* * *
liveMr. Hustler remarked to Delegate
the district officers and Ryan de- dustry ss itthwelorulmd ensu
assessments record last fall. At that
Sister Liebelt—Stewardesses.
Laundry men on the S. S. PresiThe "good Steamship Company Harry Browlee that the ship had
—
i
lihood
ttferaly
mass
of
right
the
men
the
nied
were
0
members
few
be
a
quite
as
time
dent Taft have been logged four Luckenbach" is up to some of its
Thompson—Bedroom Stewards.
style
splendid
a
question
in
trip
the
made
alwere
picketing. Only five men
possible and out of the
found to be in bad standing, how- dollars each, but after a fight was old tricks of trying to transfer
Sister ThompsonBBedroom Stewand that even the head man of the
lowed every 150 yards and they had to employ four licensed men
ever, Upon leaving the coast that put up, the log was lifted
off of cooks as well as stewards from one Matson passenger department had ards.
to keep moving. Ryan flew down addition to the crew and. still
trip, Ire had a 100 per cent paid up three of them and only one
brother ship to another.
Bizzi—Topside Men.
complimented the crew.
ttytt
and was met at the air port by the make a living, the boats for o
few
a
found
We
trip
This
ship.
on the Matsonia, have had
had to take the rap.
4.
a
a
Whitman—Janitor and Messmen. shipowners and by midnight the
Brother Browlee, ship's delegate
thing not being large enough
a
4. a
plenty of grief on this same mat- were again behind Mit we will again
Holt—Bellboys.
The Labor Unions' Relief Councommenting on the splendid
in
signed
was
contract
a
day
same
(Beup.
paid
fully
coast
the
accommodate these extra me
leave
tet.of 'promoting aboard ship for
Messmen on the West Shipper
Gentry—Cabin Class.
cil of Seattle, sent in a communirecord established, stated that
with no benefits won for the men and,
relief jobs. As it WAR quite a prob- cause those that do not pay up will have finally gotten new bedStengel—Waiters, 1st Class.
1on
cation to the Seattle Branch rethe ship's committee was responand allowing the scabs to stay on
The osfectohniad i.saetclt
firstREA
lem the ship's committee had be replaced by paid up members on springs, after many months of
in
proquesting
a
support
their
the
of
condition
the
for
sible
the job.
BELLBOYS' QUARTERS
eE
of
drawn up a few proposals that were the beach, as this rule is to be en- trying by the Patrolman.
posed march on Olympia, state
ship; that the committee met
The brother pointed out that con- Treaty provides "National laws or
The most serious beef on the
* * *
to have been, submitted to Head- forced).
-Capitol of Washington state, for
once a week, ironed out all beefs Monterey is the question of the bell- ditions vary from port to port and regulations may grant excepti
A few wordsabout our procedure
quarters, however, upon receipt of
San Pedro minutes report that the purpose of putting heat on
vessels
recommenda- boy's glory-hole. 18 bellboys are job to job.
their
brought
of
and
respect
were
an
a
proposals
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e
above
e
•
it
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The
your communication we withdrew on board.
shipping is slow and that the port the legislature, so that a liberal
tions to the regular meetings.
The load limit is what the gear of less than two hundred gross r -crowded into these quarters and
our proposals in favor of the above taken up first point by point by the Is quiet with few beefs.
relief program will be voted.
At the regular ship meeting of while there is sufficient air forced will lift and a terrific speedup besge,,and,
introare
They
committee:
ship's
• * *
motion as it stated clearly and conesolveci 7
a
a
a
vents there is no way ing used. The average earnings
therefore be it r
the
Now,
through
duced by various members of the
cisely that which we had in mind.
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That
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In order to eliminate other
on the Port Orford with an Alaspassed
be
bill
was
ILA
contact
the
eleven
to
comare
elected
ship's arrival in San Francisco.
when the ship is in the tropics, the of Houston there
tion demand that a
points that have been giving us delegate acts as chairman. When a ka Fishermen's book. It seems
yeas:' * •
all
panies
of
sixteen.
sailing
out
has
reSeattle,
Mr.
exempting
Galveston
while
unbearable.
locals
regarding
almost
are
congress
suggestion,
quarters
a
or
in
proposal
trouble and adding to the general
that the captain had picked him
the
garding a place for cooks, bakers
The SUP Agent called into Port- Leahy, traveling inspector for the DIVIDE AND RULE
under two hundred tons from
confusion, the ship's committee pre- the ship's or union affair, is made, up at the Harbor Hotel In San
Internatio -and
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for
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stay
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we
sented the following proposals to
Francisco. He was immediately
.ventio n
also went on record instructing the S. S. Yorkmar of the Calmar shown the quarters, stated that the
Ryan issuing so many charters
Labor Treaty draft con
the membership at the regular a unanimous decision. We rear- replaced by a man from the San
each ship's delegate to see that the Line. This line is manned by the ventilation system was entirely and building many locals, he was
range the wording, etc., until all are Pedro hall.
ship's meeting:
RESOLV
men in question took time out to AFL union on the East Coast and wrong, and that he had recommen- able to keep the men split up
BE IT FURTHER
* * *
They were all adopted unani- in agreement. Then we proceed' to
resolution
eat
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in
the
among
themselves.
proper
The
way.
those
by
changed.
main
this
the
fighting
In
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composed
and
them
copies
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suggestion.
have
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That
to
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proposal
next
the
mously.
Attempts have been made by the
Alas
sent 'to all the unions in
1. Proposal to amend Section 12 When at the next regular ship's Agent in San Pedro, in conjunction Those elected were: A. J. Catlett, who were driven out the National captain on one of his inspections,
ocdo,mdmeleorgcial
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W.
adornLockn
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for
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quarters
a
Maritime
Anthonyorganiz
proposals
the
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that
bring
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meeting
of' Shipping Rules to include the
with the Maritime Federation, to
ett and A. Pinky.
J.
breaking and generally scabby ac- niable.
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to the membership for discussion straighten out the
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jurisdictional disFrancis Perkins,
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we
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approval,
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The bell-stand on the Monterey
"That no extension be granted to and
pute between the SUP and IBU, in
Department
the
Agent Harris was instructed by now affiliated to the Sailors Union is an exceptionally good one and
a leave of absence, except in the that they have been approved and the hopes of getting some movie
fl
bor, Congressman Frank
case of the S. S. Matsonia and the recommended unanimously by the work in the harbor. To date there the Seattle membership to buy of the Pacific, through Brother the men feel that their having to
Culkin
D.
Boynkf
Alabama, Francis
five hundred postal cards, which Lundeberg's Seamen's International live in such quarters is injurious
8: S. Lurline, and in such case, no Committee.
has been little progress.
New York, Schuyler Otis Bla
are to be sent to the Maritime Union.
This method cuts our meeting
• « •
to their health and against all
extension to exceed one (1) voyage,
Marine
Agent Fourgerouse told the SUP decency. The question is being
chairman of the Merchant
two (2) weeks, providing this time down by several hours in
The San Pedro Branch at its last Commission, demanding immeand
Committee,
full
a
send
to
willing
be
he
would
Fisheries
also
is
and
program
action
This
regarding the Puget
taken up with the Matson officomes within the sixty day limit many cases.
There are three separate , conmeeting sent telegrams to their diate
Asof the National,
Sound and Orient S. S. Line. The Stewards' Dept. to man the ship, cials and the Maritime Commisconducive to an intelligent, progres- Senators and
tracts — Deep Sea, intercoastal Hand, secretary
as stated in Section 12.
Congressmen asking
aØu
M
Engine
and
send
to
not
afford
could
Boat
but
that
of
he
sociation
memThe
meeting.
to
cards
are
be distributed to the
sion and the Bureau of Naviga(a) Hospital cases (excluding sive and orderly
and Coastwide. The Deep Sea
sup..
them to use their good offices in
plea for their
social diseases) excepted. Upon re- bers are still talking about the fine helping to secure additional appro- membership, who will sign them one of our good union men among tion. In the meantime the men
men have two locals—one white facturers with
turn Marine Hospital discharges meeting we had this voyage and priations for the La Follette Civil and forward them to the Commis- these characters, who belong to a have stated that they would rath- and one Colored. The Intercoastal port.
dual organization,' and who had er quit than sail under such confeel that something was really ac- Liberties Committee. In addition to sion.
men have two locals, one white
must be shown.
* a a
doubtful strike records, if any. If ditions.
one colored. The same apand
.2 "Men on leave of absence complished.
this, a letter was sent to the chairMILK FOR THE BABIE...
It was moved, seconded and car- the Sailors wanted to ship with
Fraternally yours,
plies to the Coastwise men—two
must check into Union Hall for asman of the State Senae Rules ComAUSTRALIA
IN
BASEBALL
—OF—
ried that the membership of Seat- them, that was their business, but
Joe Flanagan, Delegate,
locals for them, too.
signment slip, then report to port
mittee, regarding the appointment
The baseball boys from the MonFEB. 6-1
as
soap
far
no
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Cooks
the
Marine
tle
Matsonia.
contact
all
S.
WEEK,
and
S.
Senators
ConSPAIN
to."
before
turning
GOOD WORK
steward the day
of Brother Bulcke on the Harbor
St.
from
played
the
all-stars
terey
and
Stewards
concerned.
were
gressmen and ask them to vote in
Lots of good work was done by
Commission.
*
*
Kilda and sorry as w e are to state,
favor of seamen's legislation re• • •
the CIO and ILWU the brother
On the KAILUA the crew pro- the Monterey lost 13-9. Of course
garding social security.
said. The employers inten.: to reBrother Frank McCormick, who
tested the actions of the captain, the boys account for this by the duce wages and make conditions
* * •
was a delegate to Labor's Nonfact that due to bad weather they
The Seattle meeting convened at• who was unwilling to recognize
worse, but the men balked and told
Partisan League convention recould not practice in Suva or Auckthe
duly
and
delegate
elected
2
p.m., by Agent Harris. Brother
if he did not want to go along
Ryan
garding the splendid work this
would only deal through the land. All the crew was out celeDANCING, FEASTIN
with them, the CIO would. The
organization is doing for labor Bart Lally elected chairman, and
them
of
all
but
Year's
New
brating
Steward.
The
Matson
Navigation
OLD TIME REVELRY•uni
result—the men struck and in four
on the policial field. The report C. G. Palmer was appointed doorCo. was contacted and asked to managed to get by the game in one
The
man.
renewed
meeting
Were
adjourned
at
agreements
the
days
emwas well received. The following
NEW ORLEANS — The hearing on January 20, 1939, by the
shape or another before it was over.
3:50 p.m. There were approximate- tell the captain to take it easy.
—Music By—
and the men won a 10 per cent in• • •
before the National Labor Rela- ployers, the CIO, the AFL's Broth- telegram was sent to the convenNext trip five games are sched- crease. In closing the brother said
WATKINS
ly 365 members present at one
BENNY
*ens Board on the case of the New erhood of Teamsters and the NLRB, tion while It was in session:
The States S. S. Co. has changed uled to take place in Australia and
time.
with
finished
not
is
Gulf
that
the
Orchestra
L
B
A
or0
following
R'S
the
issued
20-Piece
NON-PARTISAN
board
the
Januon
Orleans teamsters closed
their schedule for the Jeff Meyers the lads are hoping to have better
• • *
Ryan and the other phonies. They
LEAGUE CONVENTION: SACary 30, 1939, under circumstances der:
In Portland, Brother Agent and are sending out the San Mar- luck.
are going to keep up the fight until
RAMENTO, CALIF. GREETINGS
1. That employers cease disthat can be termed as a major vicThe sports committee is working they get a real organization and a
Fourgerouse
convened the meet- cos in its place.
AND MAY YOUR CONVENTION
couraging membership in the
* * *
tory for the C10.
to secure a boxing equipment as national Maritime Federation being at 2 p.m. Brother Dennis J.
BE A GREAT SUCCESS,
two days that the CIO Teamsters Union, reinstate
On the Herman Frasch it was they have several boys on the ship
During the.
Hooper
was
and
chairman
Jack
comes a reality.
MARINE COOKS & STEWARDS
found that the Stewards' Dept. who once made their ham and eggs
bearing lasted, Attorney Donovan with back pay all members fired
Olsen,
at
Sergeant
Arms.
AdASSN.,
SAN
PEDRO.
all
had no delegate. It seems the sec- through the padded gloves and othof the NLRB, made clear that the for union activity, and cease
journment came at 3:30 with apJoseph O'Connor, Agent.
Steitle
Firemen and Sailors delegation
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cook and messman belonged er brothers who think they can
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contract signed by the draymen other types of discrimination.
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to the NMU and It was the opin- fight.
with the Brotherhood of Teamsters,
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AFL affiliate, was a conspiracy to the employers with the Brotherhood
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ed delegates to the National Negro
Ausp. No, Calif.
out the beef so that everything
one of them could serve as dele- COOPERATE
eliminate the CIO union to which of Teamsters, AFL, be declared
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Spanish
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Congress which is being held in
was adjusted to the satisfaction
a large majority of the teamsters null and void.
in a resolution from the Maritime gate. The Agent corrected this
During the voyage on two difLos
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in
near
all.
of
future.
The agreement also provides that
belonged. The contract was signed
* * *
Federation regarding shipbuilding and the men have held a meeting
ferent occasions complaints arose
only after the CIO teamsters had an election to finally determine colon the West Coast and urged Con- and elected a delegate to repreregarding the f o o d. Brother
The
San
Pedro
meeting
was
sent them, and whether he is a
called a strike in June of 1938, lective agent for the New Orleans
gress and the Maritime CommisBrownlee immediately got the
at
convened
6:15
and
adjourned
no
makes
man
difference.
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at 8:15. There were 125 members sion to give the West Coast yards
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present and Brother Frank McMARITIME FEDERATION MEN PREFER
ster's strike of June-July, 1938, Industrial Union, No. 806, is confiBOOKLETS
the ship building.
Cormick presided.
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Made national headlines because of dent of winning the election and
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UNION BUTTONS
PAMPHLETS
the unprecedented police brutality then receiving certification.
Agent Fourgerouse reported
Agent Harris reported to the Seutilized in the attempt to break it.
attle membership that the cam- that shipping was picking up and
Attend Your Union Meetings.
Following the stipulations signed
paign to bring pressure in Wash- that he had had a port commitington, D. C., so that the new Orien- tee meeting in regards to the
tal Steamship Line can be estab- West Cape, which had been tied
-"A Union Driver Owns the Cab"
lished is going ahead in fine shape. up for three days due to the de* * *
plorable living conditions of the
ORdway 7431-7432
A dispute was settled with the
crew. The ship sailed to San
122 Golden Gate Ave.
Francisco, after the shipowners
Northland Transportation Co., af'Everything That's Printed"
had given three unlicensed groups
ter considerable discussion. One
of the ships had sailea one man written guarantee that crews'

The following letter was received
from Brother Joe Flanagan, ship's
delegate of the S. S. Matsonia. As
was stated in the letter, after the
brothers on the Matsonia received
a communication from headquarters, requesting their opinion on
various points on the shipping
rules, a ship •meeting was held and
the entire matter taken up. The results were forwarded to headquarters.
It is hoped by Brother O'Donnell,
who issued the original letter, that
the other passenger ships will immediately take up the various questions raised in this letter and forward their opinions to headquarters
so that a complete picture of the
feeling of the men can be gotten
when the shipping rules are up for
change:
In reply to a communication received from Headquarters, dated
Jan. 9th, 19:19, advising us of the
action taken at the regular meeting
at Headquarters on Jan. 5th, 1939,
re- the followirg motion:
"THAT IN THE FUTURE ALI.
RELIEF' JOBS ON PASSENGER
SHIPS BE SHIPPED THRU THE
HALL INSTEAD OF PROMOTING
MEN .ABOARD SHIP, IN, ORDER
TO ELIMINATE THE CONFUSION THAT OCCURS AFTER
EACH,TRIP WHEN THE MEN GO
BACK TO THEIR ORIGINAL
•
JOBS."
This letter was taken up by the
ship's committee and unanimously
approved. The committee recommended the approval to the membership at the regular ship's meeting: After 'ranch discussion,'Mostly
in the form. Of questions, the motion a'as unanimously approved by
over Avvo hundred members aboard
the -S. S. Matsonia.
The delegates of the S. S. Monterey and the President Coolidge
were. adViied in Honolulu of the
teflon liken aboard the Matsonia
axt W'ere asked to bring it to the
itiention. of the crews of their re-
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